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INTRODUCTION
When the earth was young, perhaps hundreds of years ago
or hundreds of millions year ago, depending on your
understanding of time, things were very different. Like any
perfected invention it had a specific purpose, it had a specific
creator who had laboured with infinite care to make it work.
Many things were not what they seemed; some of them
seemed to have no earthly use or purpose, yet had heavenly
consequences.
How could a celestial body have so much potential for good
yet be constantly under the threat of evil? The evil forces
wanted those on earth to rebel against their creator god and
seize power from Him! Once that force was unleashed on the
earth, death would be an ever-abiding companion or nemesis
- depending on your point of view. The earth, and all those
upon it, were part of a struggle or battle, most of the
participants did not even realise there was a war. Its subtlety
and obscurity was beyond most people’s understanding.
The war was not just amongst mankind, there were other
players in this invisible strife, who they were and how they
worked was yet to be discovered.
Are warrior angels 6 foot or 6,000 miles high? What are
their sword weapons like - could they fall to earth and change
the earth's magnetic field? Could such phenomena blight
crops and curse the farmland?
What is it about Weddington and Caldecote that attracts the
local inhabitant? Many people who know and love the area
say they would not live anywhere else. The fields and streams
are founts of folklore and mysterious happenings. Perhaps it is
because the area has a fascinating history! As this story
unfolds, I quote - "it's a mystery wrapped in a riddle inside an
enigma."
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Is it a mineral vein or lode being worked by miners; will it
fade out or will it be a Golconda1? There are many true facts
and many fabulous ones. Many clues that build up into
pictures all help to explain the strange apocalyptic conclusion.
Each generation that was affected by the site at Pyreway Field
(see: Madon in Judaea), tried to explain it and investigate it but they could not fully understand it. Somehow man and His
Maker were going to come together in a way that was hard to
believe.
Some characters are glimpsed fleetingly: some have sad
stories; others struggle with their greed and yet others strive to
keep their faith. The sword has similar meanings to the
legendary Excalibur, the snake is far more complex, the curse
and its effects are seen time and time again.

“A source of wealth, advantages, or happiness: especially relating to a
mine” (Oxford English Dictionary)
1
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Chapter 1
The Curs’d Visitor
I write this memoir from my secret entombment in the
ancient world ash tree: I cannot understand all of the events
which I now observe. To all but a few, my existence was
hidden and would stay so.
All about me were the undulating marl ridges and vales
delicately shaped in the russet silty clay. From certain points
the land appeared flat and featureless - visibly plain and
sullied. But from the perfect celestial angle it was crested and
troughed like a stormy ocean surface; all flatness being an
illusion.
The Anker River had struggled to find its meandering
course between the Ridge highlands to the west and the low
glaciated hills to the east. It had taken 400,000 years to
perfect this unwelcome marriage of landscape with climate.
The ancient woodlands (wolden) had marched forth from that
tundra landscape after glaciers had melted, long after the
mammoths and woolly rhinoceros had died out. By one
thousand Anno Domini it was in the hands of indifferent
harvesting kinfolk of the lowlands.
In those ancient times 'Hwaet the Saxon' had settled his
people to the harsh life on these stiff valley clays. For over a
generation they cut the soil and established a ridge and furrow
pattern. The dry season heralded a fissured clay, only fit for
ant and beetle to crawl into the cavernous cool depths of the
dead soil. The wet season healed the cracks as the clay
swelled. Cycles of the seasons saw ploughing, sowing,
reaping and gathering. The squalor of life was only offset by
its ignorance. As decades lumbered into centuries rumours
swept into Mercia of a great war and good King Harold fighting
invaders. Within months news became fact and Norman
barons with their armies scoured Mercia. Most Saxon lords
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gave in and were just glad to be allowed to live out their time
under the Conqueror. The Saxon world died with a whimper the new dynasty quickly fortified villages and towns, appointed
barons and armies to control their territory. The great survey of
Domesday drove home the message of submission: Mercia
disappeared into the Norman world.
It was on this wooded heavy clay that one autumn day,
Wenric, the 'Green Man' settled; his origins unknown!
Caldecote villagers said he was a wizard; Watitune (later
known as Weddington) blamed him for their failing harvest.
Some feared he was a spy for the Danes; others said he was
a leftover of the Conquest. What form of being was he? More
dwarf than man; speaking in words strange and unsure.
Communing with trees and fields by touch and sense. Drawing
his very life from that around him; what did he eat, how did he
live, where was he born and where did he go?
The meadows were ablaze with butter flowers. The pasture
with its tough fescue grass shadowed in the late day the true
presence of its form and beauty. In the haze of a summer's
evening the distant copses brooded grey to darkest purple and
were slumbering with a thousand secrets. The fox might
emerge to trespass on the village domain unheeded by all but
the crow. It was said that bear, wolf and boar had long been
driven out of the Anker vale. Partly because man had
destroyed them, partly because he had taken their food
supply. Along the sinuous course of the Anker a condensing
mist welled up with faint energy to drift over the Watermeads.
In a spellbound moment life was frozen in that dying world.
The sun had passed beneath the horizon sapping all life to
sleep with it. Few fish moved in the cool waters, yet the lone
roach might squander the energy to jump from the aged
stream. His mist-lit scales still caught the eye with their glinting
enamelled lustre.
From my sepulchre it appeared to me that Wenric had been
hewn from the living rock of the ridge; inert quartzite and
7
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mineral veins. Like the Golem of Scandinavian lore, yet like a
verdant pasture; his face unforgettable, his actions not. His
home a hovel in the fibrous root of the great ash tree. The
potions and concoctions mixed with his skills unwritten yet
learnt. The highest mind; the essence of a worldly intellect.
Somewhere in the distant past his skills were acquired and
could no longer be apprenticed. Why was he drawn to this
place: perhaps by destiny?
Wenric was the son of no man living - he had no kinfolk; the
days of his life spent wandering through the hills and valleys,
an ecological orphan. When there had been freezing valley
mists in winter or moidering summery hazes nought deterred
this spirit from roving along the trifling Anker. Fish and heron
stayed low as he passed; creatures of all types knew who he
was. His slight presence in their realm perturbed them as
much as it relieved them for they knew they were safe. It was
rare to even hear or see him, yet he cast a shadow even in
moonlight. I seldom saw him keep company with mankind; for
that matter who he ruled over was a mystery.
Time passed; kinfolk and nomad alike found the need to
travel from Etone to Drayton and beyond. The waste and the
wolden were retreating as men weathered frail trackways here
and there into the russet marls. A veritable dust storm in
summer as the clay flaked away in the breeze; should it rain
then marl was changed to mire. The widest wheel would bog
to its axles - no man or beast could save the victim. Over a
season a worn and worried track could be abandoned so that
a new one had to be cut. Many stripes formed on this
landscape. All, eventually, would be forgotten.
The local noblemen from time to time were favoured by the
King, and suddenly a plot was marked out and the road could
not go beyond this margin anymore. In their vain attempt to
found a route the villagers chose that fence line. Within a
season ox-gangs and horse teams were ailing. Wagons broke,
people struggled, and the gradients were normal but not the
8
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earth. Seasons passed - still the contest waged. Trade
faltered, people despaired. All manner of charms were used to
no avail. The villages struggled against the world and against
the Anker. No tavern survived this desolate route; no
journeyman returned once bitten by its power. Yet to my eyes
the land was green and fertile.
No answer was left except that of Wenric. Unwilling kinfolk
left their stockade to visit his haunt. The passage was earthen,
dark and rough. Wenric huddled in his cool niche became
aware of the visitors. Looking into his eyes was like staring
into space, your reflection swam about in that turbulent slurry
of a million hours of sleepless wanderings, and he was easily
misread. His face spoke no interest; could he even understand
their peasant middle English? His tongue was of broken
English-Latin dialect.
They wanted to take him and show him the problem - what
need had he of visits! His dark hovel only lit by crevice lines of
daylight grew strangely misty and yet luminance; the confining
walls had expanded into a panorama - there infinity had
begun. Colouring hazes penetrated the mist - solidifying
expressions grew into a field, a hedge and a track. By
transportation and faith all was changed - Wenric left them
standing by the track; his form like the swing of a pendulum.
How could this be? The hovel odours and dankness were
clearly sensed just as was the dreary warmth of that overcast
summer's day.
It seemed to take hours, his careful pacing back and forth
along the track, hand stretched out in front of him. Fingers
splayed as a divining rod, ground seemingly rippling, and dust
eddying as his hand passed over. At last he lay down in the
soil on his back as if cruciform, became entranced as if dead.
The village folk grew more troubled, fearful; they had not
even told him about the problem in detail. What seemed like
hours passed; the dank smell of the root-system hovel
9
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returned, mist was replaced by the evening fog gliding down
the valley from the eastern hills. Wenric had gone; the village
kinfolk trekked their homeward way regretting this time with
the mystic.
Some days passed; a serf came running into the 'tun'
shouting for help; Aubrey's team and wagon were stuck on the
track, some of the horses had flagged and died. The load of
cheese and butter was slipping, some of it smelling and
churning. All able men laid down tools and ran off with the
messenger, when they arrived on Great Heath hill to
Caldecote it was too late. Tragedy had wreaked its havoc. All
the team were dead or dying, the driver was exhausted and
fitful, the load thrown, the wagon twisted and broken. The next
hour brought little relief, all that was worth rescue was saved
and carried to the next farm, and the rest was burnt on that
place.
In the remaining summer many such fires took place, the
track became known as ‘Pyreway’. Some were started through
agony and despair, others through the stark fear of an evil
presence. Fire was trusted for its power to heal a wound that
would not heal. Fires by night; fires by day some with song,
some with woe and misery. Incandescent rages burning into
the night; smouldering choking heaps in wet leafy heaps. The
custom became second nature to all who knew ‘Pyreway’.
What did mediaeval man know of this way? The soil was
likely to turn with the weather, no one owned or cared. The
episode of Wenric puzzled the kinfolk, and they finally told the
Priest at Watitune what they had done, and what Wenric had
done.
Venerable Trye was typical of his cloth, tall, thin,
hardworking, with callous hands and feet. Not typical in the
fact that he was a studious, thinking hard worker. Gentle of
face, quietly spoken with amazing compassion for his parish.
His father had been a Duke in Brittany before the Conquest.
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With his intimate knowledge of the valley he was disturbed
by this episode and knew of only one interpretation - Evil! He
had never met Wenric and was familiar with the local hearsay
only. He prayed into the small hours that night. He needed the
holy guidance of his Lord before meeting this mystic. Were
they enemies or were they on a similar side; just cultures
apart? Could they work together or would they work apart?
Questions challenged his restless sleep, finally letting go his
struggle to rest he got up and walked into the night to meet his
enemy. His path might take him along the pyre trackway, but
meet Wenric he must.
By near dawn he was at the burnt site, there standing
before him was Wenric! A formidable omen at that hour; but
they were on neutral ground. Wenric surprised Trye by uttering
a simple welcome word and hailed him with a staff held high.
They spoke, their talk was hard to discern, and they knelt
down together and prayed. Hours passed, the midday sun
finally cleared the cloud from that oppressed day. Insects and
birds began to moider the place until it could be tolerated no
more; they withdrew to Wenric's cool pallid home.
Wenric spoke coherently as it was said he could when
choosing to!
"Tis a force I have no knowledge of; yet 'tis powerful and
deep; things natural living about do not suffer't; yet those that
do force their way through here can not. When I lay in't I was
not harmed, when I tried to move agin't I could not. 'Tis been
in this place for ages, no one has ever plumbed 'ts depth or
weaken'd 'ts strength. The lodestone's troubled and shakes:
on days of sun or ascending moon the stone's moidered even drawn downwards. The lines of force do come from the
ground as much as from the north. 'Tis said that a great
fireball or periwinkle came down hereabouts and was taken up
by the very earth itself. 'Tis a line not a plot, over in
Watermead it can not be felt and on Great Heath hill 't can not
be felt, yet they be a furlong away."
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Trye listened; he bowed to Wenric's local knowledge. He
had certainly felt a force and power that he could not explain.
Yet he now felt no evil in it. They promised to pray and walk
this line together.
The kinfolk in that valley did not see this at first; but news
spread abroad once it was seen that these two were
challenging the earth. Private petitions were made to their
Lord, humble solitary hours of listening and fasting, sensing
the earth and its demands. Days melted into weeks and
villagers became impatient and grumbled in their homesteads.
No answer or victory had been gained, few travelled ‘Pyreway’
unless they had to. It gathered about itself a reputation of woe
and curse. The kinfolk lost sight of the fact that safe passage
was assured to all men.
In the year to come rumour was ablaze: tales of mysterious
sightings and happenings grew. Children were told terrifying
incidents, filling that future generation with suspicion and fear.
It was said that Trye had become a broken man, confused and
neglectful of his flock at Watitune, Wenric more so. It was told
locally that fires had started and storms of terrible power had
focused on these fields. Hours had been spent by both men
writing the account of their efforts. This had been faithfully
passed to the library at Lichfield cathedral - but for whose
attention? - no man knew what was being enacted in this
troubled place. All valley folk had lost any trust or faith in their
priests. They were banished to the plain of indifference, village
and men ceased to have an interest, an easy solution had not
been forthcoming. Wenric and Trye had striven to defeat the
affect and failed; they had tried to touch nature in an attempt
to draw closer to it; they had finally undertaken to understand
the force that confronted them. In so doing they had come up
against the greatest foe - ignorance. They had no method or
framework with which to sort this. It was like trying to make a
tapestry or weave a cloth without the frame. This spiritual thing
was beyond their primitive science and their Biblical
knowledge. How far they had drifted from trying to help the
12
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people and exorcise that road. They were left wondering were they doing anything right? Perhaps man should not be
here, perhaps the Lord had made the ground Hallowed ages
past.
The hand of time yielded a strange blow against their pact.
Trye was recalled to Lichfield and was not immediately
replaced, Wenric was seen no more. The trackway had been
abandoned out of convenience. Whilst Trye and Wenric had
spent long hours walking and praying the route had been
difficult to pass. As it was in those times folk found new lines
for their routes. One had sprung up in Watermead in the better
weather and a drier winter path had grown on Great Heath.

Gradually prospering traffic moved on these trackways. The
routes became steady; simple farms laid careful hedges along
the route to keep the weather, wind and sheep from them. The
old troubled track became unclear, being recalled by a name ‘Pyreway Field’.
One Sunday in late spring a churchly man was seen
wandering in ‘Pyreway Field’ with a large tome in his hand. No
one knew who he was or where he had come from. No
questions were asked of him and he never re-appeared. Some
weeks after that time a more regal party were seen riding
along the edge of the notorious field, no one heard or saw
anymore. These strange incidents were followed by several
countrymen who put a torch to all the fields and hedges in and
13
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around ‘Pyreway’. The blaze was worsened by the dry
summer weather and took many hours to dowse. As before no
one locally could find the answer, gossip was fuelled and men
tried to explain in their own terms the amount of activity in
‘Pyreway Field’.
As the autumn approached a new priest was seen at
Watitune (Weddington) and Caldecote churches. The two
parishes had joined into one and now shared a single rector.
The fields around ‘Pyreway’ were made into Glebe Lands to
help pay the rector's wage. That "Field" was allowed to go to
waste. Many years later legend told of how a villager had tried
to dig a marl pit or pond, nothing was ever won from the
ground it seemed. But there were certainly signs of something
in the field near to ancient ‘Pyreway’.
The Saxon villagers could not read or write, their folklore
was passed on by oral tradition - it was little wonder that
strange and mixed tales were passed on to children in huts
and homes by warmth of winter fires. The names of "Wenric
and Trye" got lost in that fable, as did their struggle to
overcome the force. A myth soon grew of bogey men and
curses, witches and wizards; secret caves where magic and
spells were blasted into the surrounding country. For a further
two hundred years the vague legend of ‘Pyreway’ permeated
the local landscape; sometimes known as 'Prior's Wake' and
grafting on local tales and legends until a fantasy of no frail
proportions had grown. Occasional scholars from churches
and monasteries would visit the place to see this site for
themselves. It was made vaguer by the fact that no surface
object survived - there was nothing to see! Sometimes such
places acquired a cairn or boundary stone which helped to
commemorate events taking place. It was to history's
disadvantage that Trye's account would remain obscure. No
one ever discovered the now lost papers in Lichfield
Cathedral.
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Meantime, what of me? I had eavesdropped on Anker vale.
Unwillingly the recorder of all set before me. In that pageant of
life I had been imprisoned for ten thousand years; could men
see what had been, perhaps a lesson they would have
learn…!
In the Middle Stone Age, men had drifted into the Anker
vale, gathering and hunting simple food as they went. The rich
alluvial gravels of the flood plain had flint aplenty. Their trade
and purpose consisted of knapping the nodular flint cores from
which they made blades, burins and arrowheads. Primordial
man did not settle, but drifted nomadically to and fro along the
Trent valley system. The post-glacial world was abounding in
livestock grazing those pastures. Who knows how many
waves of travellers passed through these sparsely populated
lowlands? Over the decades carcass and skeleton left their
remains: Red deer, bison and rabbit. If there ever were
halcyon days then nearer they were then! Space was plentiful
- people few, simple food. Man's means of building his
civilisation were slow.
Then the new era heralded a Stone and Bronze Age man.
His world view more concerned with war than trade; the
highlands became attractive; there was a world developing
with territorial rights. Tribal members would strike out and on
forays into the lowland but would always return to the safety of
the hill sites. In those changing centuries trackways came and
went - Mercia was covered in a mesh of forgotten byways. Yet
had if one had surveyed this land over a period of time it
would have been noted that the 275 foot contour had been
avoided! ‘Pyreway’ had been recognised for its worth and
form! Neolithic perceptions could not be written; it was more a
feeling of unease. If that simian offspring could reason
coherently he would have noted the lack of fruit or sheltering
deer near ‘Pyreway’. Where man had been he would come
again! And so he did, deja-vu, each time the new skills and
enlightenments came with him. The wheel of time ground on,
gathering and sowing, rising and falling. Men put their physical
15
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and spiritual roots down at long last. Simple huts and hearths
stated that men had settled.
It was still a beautiful landscape with its oak and elm
woodland dominating firm turf. Although no crag was visible,
save on the adjacent ridge one gained the impression of deep
complex strata at depth. In that structure laid many types of
rock. The Romans had found coal and ironstone as well as
building stone. The monks had later exploited the quartzite,
diorite and sandstone. Much of it was either a true freestone
or so naturally block jointed that it was ready made. The
colours varied between light grey to dark blue with buff
freestones proving suitable for church carving.
This often underlay a deceptive topography - rolling to flat especially as Anker vale was approached. The sward coloured
itself according to its sub-soil as did the fragrance of the
meadow. The ridge soils were often rich in iron or manganese
- a fact that had not escaped the monastic community. They
had often experimented with glazes for their pottery something the Romans had neglected to do with their pottery.
Life was lived at an orderly sombre pace, no one knew or
thought too long about where tomorrow would come from.
Food and harvest had become a pre-occupation - but then
what could man do against the elements? Hence the breed of
country mystic or weather prophet! Dowsing and divination
was as old as the world – the ancient Chinese had impressed
the world with their techniques via the Great Silk Road.
A young country, barely a Norman embryo, now a
Plantagenet infant, made of harsh unplanned reality. Man was
beginning to inherit the first generation of pollution, he lived in
dense towns with intense pressures on water and food. The
waste he produced was becoming a spiralling mess; the
methods of the Romans had all but been forgotten. In his
waste processes settled a lesser mortal - the rat. Ideally suited
to the using of effluent. This feudal world fell victim to the
16
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'Black Death'. In recurrent waves of Bubonic Plague, village
after village was decimated. The epidemic fanned through
these Mercian hamlets and villages without rest. Apothecary
medicine was no match for these global sufferings - never did
a victim look so pitiable in their dying. One dreg of basic
understanding could have saved so many. That they lacked incapable of deduction, this mediaeval world would soon
perish. The Mongols as they invaded westwards to Poland
had brought plague carrying parasitic fleas with them; rats and
fleas worked hand in hand to bring about the destruction of the
human race. In Europe half the population ultimately died. In
Watitune (Weddington) and Caldecote perhaps a handful
survived - they left the sickening desperation. The whole
community died.
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Chapter 2
The Hanging
The villages lay abandoned for some years, falling to storm
and sun. They were times of unbelievable desolation. No one
came, no one moved. Widow Mun's hovel was the last to be
abandoned. She had always given a home to a young
labourer, her last guest now silenced. His abandoned field
strips lay fallow for years; weeds took back their rightful land,
hedges and fences changed, the long struggle only interrupted
by the Barons’ men passing through to burn everything; few
items were saved. The bodies that were not burned were
buried in mass graves around about. Watitune (Weddington)
and Caldecote were no more.
The land lay dormant in agony and slumber nursing its
grieving memory. No fields and farms, the mills abandoned.
No children - no old men! The few straggling villagers that had
seen it through were striving to grub out their living in Etone.
By 1490 the Plague years had calmed and the lull brought
awakening interest. Monasteries and barons drew lots and
began to re-settle the land. The western world had moved on wool and weaving had become revolutionary, people began to
bring sheep into Mercia. Vast areas of land were made into
grazing pasture with peculiar fences and tree-lined
boundaries. With wool came wealth for those in possession.
New wool barons and merchants built great homes in these
funeral wastelands. The ancient tracks were sometimes reused; often they were lost and new ways opened up. The
great plough-up began, followed by sheep. All was swept
away in the wake of progress, man became the underdog to
sheep. Nothing was spared - first the plague, then the fires
and next the banishment for the sake of sheep.
Villages that had survived the Black Death were levelled,
small stone built monasteries and churches were banished.
Those unmarked burial grounds litter Mercia, who knows
18
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where their mortal residues lie? God and man persisted with
the covenant. Moses' laws were instituted once more, slave
and freeman tried to find what salvation they could in the
harsh mediaeval message. Bishops and clergy alike had lost
sight of a new life through Jesus. The surge to improve life
gathered momentum, crude devices improved life, harnessing
of beast to plough by means of better yolks. Man began to
build in stone as well as wood, a new permanency arose; a
desire to create buildings that would outlive their creators. The
quest for comfort and wealth, barter and trade helped mankind
turn a new corner of destiny. Coinage and credit filled the
world of wool. Suddenly men could be self-determining; they
could actually make wealth.
That epic day at Runnymede2 had slipped the mind of
Mercia's simple folk. For them the world did not exist beyond
Drayton or Great Heath; their voyage of discovery took them
no further than Etone market twice a week. They might meet
folk from Leicestershire villages who had brought goods to sell
at market. The tidings from the cities were seldom heard.
However monastic sites were still alive and active. From these
places the new knowledge spread outwards: hygiene,
weaving, dying, pottery and herbal medicine.
Although founded a century after the conquest, the
monastic sites soon linked up by means of trackways. These
often re-used old lines but usually cut new paths. Many tales
grew up in the area about secret passages and tunnels linking
all these sites together. In reality the Anker and its water table
would have been impossible to engineer. Surface trackways
were the only means yet none had gone via 'Pyreway' even by
the time of Henry VIII. These churchly islands were a secluded
niche, it was paradoxical that life was so awful outside the

Runnymede is where King John signed the ‘Magna Carta’ in 1215. It
promised the protection of church rights, protection for the barons from
illegal imprisonment, access to swift justice, and limitations on feudal
payments to the Crown.
2
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walls of the Priories. It was no wonder that church and man
did not mix well.
The merchant class in its infancy dealt with all men,
acquiring techniques and knowledge from the religious
houses; obtaining labour and graft via the villages. It was rare
to find craftsmen and skilled workers in this Saxon bloodstock.
Those families who came over with the Conqueror were a
class apart. Time would dilute their blond blue-eyed children
who would eventually, if not unwisely, marry brown-eyed dark
skinned types. There was always a steady flow of new people
claiming rights and land. There seemed to be a never-ending
change of property, each landowner only taking what he could
drain out of the land then selling or leaving it. So parcels of
land fragmented and devalued. Who wanted to buy an
exhausted plot? This recipe would forfeit all hopes of a fairer
society. How could Job Smite or Jack Rowden hope to settle,
they would be consigned once again to serfdom without the
chains.
"'Tis not justice!" said Job as he drove the ox along the
furrow with his hired plough team. “I hath done all, left my
family and home in Lindley to work this land, yet my labours
are in vain. Sheep are everywhere; the Lord of the manor
would buy food in from the markets rather than let us grow it
hereabouts. I've got no hopes; I walk from Lindley each
Monday and live rough for a few pennies."
"Why don't ye come 'ome; we could try our hand with
Montefort at Stoke Holden, it's about same furlongs walk, they
say he do till the land more than Hadderley, besides we
wouldn't have to walk that field". The short chat over the
decision made, Job and Jack left Anker vale as many before
them and many would do in the future.
What cared Hadderley about tracks and their curses?
Money and tally had become their gods; they were little
20
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interested in matters of the land. Acres under grass meant
wool, market and meat, exchequers and deals.
The shepherd farmer was left the task of overcoming the
land. Vast acreages saw few travellers as flocks were
guarded. A rift had opened up in this society, the serf had
been re-enslaved. Men worked and were paid in kind or groat,
they had no fair means by which to raise their standards. Into
the world came desire, and with it crime.
September brought the usual wave of floggings and
duckings after summer poaching. But it was noted by Samuel
Pinckbeck in his summing up that the Court Suit Rolls “wuz
gettin' long, folk of all kin wuz takin' to it, even up in ‘Pyreway
Field’. Petty and grievous 'twas now, aye, it couldst be soon
that a soul would die one of these days!"
As if naming was not enough, the crime took place within
the year. A savage robbery of a lone horseman who had
strayed off Watermead path. His value with horse a few
pounds - to what avail? Simon was caught some days later,
huddled in the hawthorn ditch by ‘Pyreway Field’. He seemed
strangely calm and tranced; not aware of what had happened
or of his fate. His trial and sentence were simply conducted;
the plaintiff seemingly devoid of memory or reason found
himself for the gallows.
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He did not appear disturbed; his family were ravaged by
disgrace and torment. They pleaded for the Priest to say a
prayer before Simon was hanged; Father Aston came
somewhat hesitantly to the lock-up. He was bothered by
Simon's mesmerised state. Nothing could be gained from the
man. Had he done it deliberately or in anger? Was he
repentant, did he even care?
Aston began a simple prayer asking God to forgive him and
asking for Simon to understand what he had done so that he
could repent. This pathetic action concluded, Aston turned to
leave the offender to his destiny. He took his last look back. In
the twilight of the hovel he noticed some powdery dust on the
chains around Simon's wrists. He went back to touch it. It
seemed to be iron particles, he tried to brush it off but it was
stuck as if by magic to the crude chain. The flakes he did
manage to pull off jumped out of his fingertips back on to the
chain.
What did Aston know about magnetism? Nought! But he
knew simple facts about the lodestone, he did not have any
but he had an iron pin on his belt. He brought the pin near the
shackles, without a sound it jumped on to the manacle with a
ting. Poor Simon was unaware of this moment; his last before
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eternity. Aston once again asked God to have mercy on his
soul.
Simon was hanged by crude means from a gib tree just
outside in the meadows. It was not accompanied by the usual
jibing and jeering. It had a strange morbid atmosphere to it.
The day being late autumn, leaf fall had produced beautiful
carpets of russet and yellow leaves. Some were crackling dry,
others lank and decomposing. The solemn group went to the
gib tree, the rope was already around his neck. The next
minutes were not noted for their crying or hysterical pleadings
to have mercy. Simon was fixed; he did not know what he had
done and did not seem to know he would die. The rope thrown
over the bough, three men hauled it tight and yanked it hard to
lift Simon off the ground. There they held it for what seemed
like eternity. Simon did not kick or flail; he was quickly
despatched and remained hanging.
The ceremony concluded with brief prayers and the body
being lowered and placed in a sack. The few onlookers
dispersed with embarrassment to leave his wife and close kin
to do the final act.
Father Aston had not understood what he had witnessed
before the hanging and did not know what to do. Firstly he
prayed in the tiny church and then took his prayer one Sunday
into the parish. Gradually he was drawn to ‘Pyreway Field’
when he felt the sadness and frustration of recent events. He
meditated for what seemed like hours and was awoken by a
sharp stabbing pain in his stomach. He could hardly move the
pain was so intense and penetrating. He carefully felt with his
hand as he prayed that he would be delivered from this certain
death. In the thick fabric of his cassock he found the cause.
His belt pin had pushed inwards and had stuck into his skin.
He tried to pull and bend it over but it sprang back to its
strange angle. Forcing the pin out of the leather he dropped it
in to the dry marl ditch - to his astonishment the pin stood
upright as if fixed. Aston leaned forwards to retrieve it and
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found the pin was held by a force. He tried no more - panic
gripped his heart he sprang up and began to run, his retreat
was rapid by the time he reached the village his heart was
pounding. It was some days before he had calmed down
enough to re-visit the place to try and retrieve the pin. It was
still there as if transfixed to the spot, but it had moved
somewhat and was tilted slightly. After a time of praying Aston
reached down and found to his surprise that the pin could be
removed. It now appeared to have become a lodestone in its
own right. The event left a lasting effect; he was frightened,
confused and above all burning with curiosity. It had overtones
of evil. There was only one action - to inform his superiors.
Within days he had made the journey to Lichfield to see his
Dean. This process took some days and finally he was
allowed to meet the Bishop. Little was forthcoming,
interpretations mixed - it was dismissed as nothing by some,
by others as an outbreak of evil that must be exorcised. Aston
was not a man taken to challenging his superiors, yet he felt
that they did not know what was happening and did not want
to find out! Having arrived at Lichfield he felt it was right to stay
for some days. The prayer and fellowship would do him good
and he could meet his old teacher - now a worker in the
Library.
Aston and his friend Canon Tudman met at long last and
their conversation turned to Simon and the pin. Tudman at first
did not want to comment but could see the frustration in his
friend's face.
"Are there no records for Weddington," said Aston, "there
must be accounts somewhere!" Lichfield library had a vast
number of documents. Their task was no easy problem as
most workers were concerned with Bible translation and repair
by hand. However there was one parcel with parchment from
the Coleshill Hundred - undated. After a long search the grimy
packet was brought into the light, covered in thick dust. The
two of them carefully opened it to reveal masses of accounts
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and transactions. In the very middle the thick springy velum
contained a very different item - an account of the 'Pyreway'.
It was written in early English by Trye and Wenric in the
year William II, 5. This was it: the place - then known as
Wetinton - had been long known for its troubled ground and
was abandoned thereafter. Much of it was unreadable and
was clearly in old language. The document was taken to the
Bishop's Palace where it met with suspicion and discredit.
Learned - yes, but not Biblical. Trye had only studied to the
basic standard and knew little classical thinking. Wenric was
an unknown quantity.
In misery Aston returned it to the Library - he could not take
it back to Wetinton, he could not remember it all. What could
he do? He was asked to the Palace to see the Dean of
Warwickshire.
"I can not agree to what you ask!" said the Dean, "'Tis
foolhardy and not of our God - your first duty is to your Lord
and village. This can only lead to danger and sin, there are
many such legends in these parts, if I allowed everyone leave
to study them we would forget what we are here for!" A lecture
proceeded outlining church policy and the Bishop's concern.
The whole debate became futile, it was clear that he would
get nowhere. The Dean knew through his Cathedral friends
that Aston had talked to everyone that might be of use or
guidance - what he did not know was that the Bishop had
ordered the whole thing to be forgotten lest it should bring
discredit to him and the Diocese. Days later the cleric came to
see him with a roll tied in ribbon, he had used his powers to
get the scribes to make a copy for Aston. They ultimately
parted with a long hug, he asked God's blessing on this man
and his quest.
Amongst his duties and responsibilities he chafed to study
these precious pages. It took months before he had finally
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studied the whole account in the broken Latin and weird
language which he now knew to be Wenric. After a
painstaking summer he had plotted the trackway, although
wary of its effect by now. He just could not understand the
phenomena and decided to continue the observation and
notes begun so long ago by Trye and Wenric. The trouble was
he did not have the grasp that Wenric had. How did he know
what was significant, what to look for and what to discount?
Fatally he pursued the irrelevant for much of his time - thus
began a mighty book - an almanac of all sorts of phenomena.
He studied the migration of birds, the movement of the sheep,
the change of the weather, the first sign of the cuckoo.
Knowledge for him had no boundary: the smallest thing into
which he delved became important. Cuckoo spit on the
hawthorn in this year and not the next; galls on the church oak
one summer and not the next. The list was sincere; he was
indebted to farmers for their observations; the problem was
most of it conflicted between adjacent farmers. But he was
undaunted and pursued his task. After several seasons the
detail began to merge and blend, it became unclear what
years were significant, as all years seemed unique following
strange patterns. A bitter winter one year did not produce a
typical summer the next. He was torn between understanding
the pin and recording everything.
As time went by Aston was seduced by his task and
gradually lost the urgency of the pin on Simon's chains. He
became a celebrated figure and gradually the Library acquired
his notes on Warwickshire. Its saving grace was its sequence it had no index or subject categories. To the untrained reader
it was dreary monologue that grew more tedious over the
years. Aston finally retired a wizened blind old man. He had
grown single minded in his task - having set those foundation
stones so firmly - he went forth to build his empire. But
somewhere along the way his focus had shifted from a humble
pin to this encyclopaedia.
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In those following years felony had continued but nothing
like Simon's crime was ever heard of again; his misfortune had
gone down in village folklore. Some said he went mad, some
said he was cursed, some said he was no good from the day
he was born. His grave lay outside the churchyard, for he was
judged unfit for that ground. He had been buried with his poor
limbs shackled for they could not unbind him. Some years
later it was noted that his grave never grew a good cover of
grass; it always seemed ailing - as if blighted. Simon's family
had no children, they became extinct within the reign of the
king. His grave was soon lost to the village memory and even
to the church. As for the victim he was buried at Tamworth
where he had first travelled from. His grave was well marked
and preserved with an elaborate plot. To future historians the
details would be lost; to his fellow townsmen the untimely
death was well recited. Children soon learnt a nursery rhyme
about old ‘Pyreway Field’.
Stay away from ‘Pyreway Field’
Stay away, away
Don't go there on any day
There ain't no soul
Would save you there
Tamworth Job went on horse,
Travelling, travelling
He was robbed, he's killed,
All his life blood spilled.
Simon was caught
Simon was hanged
Simon's gone
Out of this land.
As with all news it travelled far and fast or it didn't travel at
all. The children of Etone never heard this rhyme, the people
of the area did not even know 'Tamworth Job' was buried
elsewhere. Why Job was travelling died with him. Reverend
Aston had nought to do with the victim's affairs and never
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knew their outcome. The almanac had already consumed him
with passion.
The archive that Aston had deposited at Lichfield became
useless. The common man could not read it or understand it,
the educated man was too busy. One volume was kept on
chained display for visitors to wonder at this naturalist who had
come out of the peasant community. Had the reader dwelled
on the page displayed he might have noted the one
miraculous and observation that Aston had made. It
concerned the strange arrival one day of a flock of unknown
birds. They apparently flew in one day, fed on the local land
and left the next day. Some said they were swifts, others
thought them ouzels. More peculiarly they came down, or fell
in ‘Pyreway Field’ as if stunned or confused.
Aston had not directly observed that incident, it had been
reported to him by an old rustic. He was not known in those
parts and was never seen again.
His turn of phrase was somewhat unusual and he spoke
with authority - telling Aston to visit the place and record what
he saw in his book! The Priest was impressed not only by the
phenomena but also by the mannerisms of the wanderer. It
was not until later in his own life that he suddenly recalled the
day and reflected - how did he know an account in writing
existed recording all these types of things? This had not been
enough to divert him from his present train of thought!
Diligently Aston pursued the task of noting all things natural
and physic. He perhaps thought of ages to come and pending
immortality, or was he in love with knowledge!
In the closing decades of the 16th Century king and country
had undergone dramatic change. Mercia folk were thoroughly
mixed with other types. It was hard to find a true born man
with a feel for the countryside. Civilisation changed people;
they were moving greater distances to trade and to work.
Administration of the population tempted man's mind away
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from matters rural to matters mundane and secular. Few
people before even travelled to outlying villages; now new
roads were made, capable of better transportation.

The villages of the Anker valley had beautiful churches,
halls and farmland. Legend said that for a season
Attleborough stone had been carted from Wem Brooke field to
Caldecote. This fine buff stone was for church repairs. Wagon
after wagon suffered broken axles, seized axles, flaking
cracked stones. Briefly the stone was rafted along the Anker
but its shallow draft and meandering course made it difficult.
The parish unwillingly used Caldecote Hill stone and Tuttle Hill
stone to refurbish St. David's church.
Those who had fared well found new freedom to write, read
and study. Amongst many a man named Pierfoy was
formidable - he was insatiable for knowledge. He had been
inspired by his neighbour Dugdale to study his locality. To that
end he was faithful - money was no object and he began his
quest to seek out all that was written about Caldecote and
Weddington. Even in that century antiquarians existed and it
was possible to enlist their scholarly help. Some were
university educated men, others were clerical staff who had
left the great cathedrals for various reasons. The previous
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centuries had not produced any working catalogue of the
tomes that filled the cathedral library. This would be left to
generations to come.
The search brought him to the works of Aston. At first the
reading was intriguing, surely no one had recorded with such
detail the Plantagenet world. But Pierfoy noted its lack of
interpretation and soon became frustrated. Aston's work
referred initially to Trye and Wenric, again Pierfoy read with
diligence but could not understand and so dismissed it with
contempt. When he was convinced there was no value in the
land he decided to reclaim it for woodland. By now ‘Pyreway
Field’ was a dense thicket covered in copses, bushes and
nettles.
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Chapter 3
The Snake
The recklessness of the Stuart era came to Anker vale. The
legend of ‘Pyreway Field’ was passed on by nursery rhyme
with all its actions and expressions. Each child would add
pieces but essentially the core of this story survived decade
after decade. The fear of the field changed with time and
people did venture in or near the field for curiosity; but
somehow it never had the attraction of all the other places to
pick berries or for courting couples.
Englishmen somehow progressed, but not as individuals.
The Renaissance affected kings and noblemen, who in turn
passed their understandings down through the government.
This re-birth escaped the majority of Englishmen. Society
became more and more split - the poor did not make change,
they just responded to it. Moral decay coupled with cultural
extravagance attached itself to the emerging richer classes.
How short the memory was! The monarch, Henry the VIII,
revolutionised all he had touched; some things were blessed
with great improvement but the church was sacrificed on the
altar of his whims. As if he was gripped by an obsession - not
content with re-writing the Bible - he then set about
demolishing monasteries and priories as well as burning
everything and killing the monks and nuns. All their assets
were seized and put in the hands of the king's men. As far as
Etone was concerned, Marmaduke Cranstable emerged a
powerful man. He now owned or managed vast acreages of
land. Like 'The Conqueror' he surveyed the whole land.
Everything was identified and valued - much being sold off or
given away for favours. The great dissection continued
throughout the 16th Century. The Reformation and
Renaissance were somewhere in the background.
From out of this chaos a new order grew: yet again wealth
and knowledge combined to set some men free but
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imprisoned others as an offset! The Pierfoys gained land and
property in the Anker vale. With it came grand schemes:
Caldecote Hall and church were landscaped in settings
making full use of the river meanders. Fronting the Hall was an
elaborate oak door with huge iron strap hinges of great
strength.
Pierfoy of Caldecote was a full-blooded parliamentarian; his
clan was numerous with brothers, cousins and uncles. Many
of whom held lands in the Towcester area of
Northamptonshire. Much of this they landscaped and enclosed
from an early time. In truth he was descended from the
Conqueror's time - Pierfoy of Normandy.
Colonel William Pierfoy was educated and arrogant, and to
that he added skills of riding and shooting. Their revelry was a
source of envy and misunderstanding, Anker valley folk lived
in squalor in many cases. The lesson of the Black Death had
been learnt - but not understood. It would re-visit in the middle
of the century. Before that, conspiracy and treason would
erupt in this fair land.
It appeared to some that Pierfoy milked the Caldecote
estates for all they would give. Periodically he made small
gestures, well-publicised to cover his tracks. To his own
comrades he was a spirited and generous fellow, descended
from a long line of noble Pierfoys, if somewhat diminished in
stature. In his mind like all men a conflict existed. He wanted
power, fame and fortune, he wanted his own will to be done
on earth. This manifested itself in obsessional activities building, wild entertainment, extravagant purchases of
property or livestock. The family faltered along; but as far as a
long term plan for Caldecote was concerned there wasn't one!
Who lived and died did not really matter as long as the wheat
was sown and harvested on time, and there was always plenty
of cheap labour. As with his predecessors Pierfoy was a
creature of whim and idle speculation. He had made attempts
to learn the ancient history of Anker vale. But his shallowness
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prevented him understanding the mystery of ‘Pyreway’. To his
mind it was a curious nuisance which he had never taken to
task. The land caused no trouble because it was an
overgrown waste, it had no produce that was marketable and
did not hide villains. It was a place of little romantic
appearance and became intolerable in the summer because
of the flies and nettles.
The waste did not spread out from its lair and unlike many
niches was not visited even by the most desperate of
poachers. It was if an invisible force contained the mess
spellbound like Merlin and Morgan le Fay.
It might have so remained until another age had not the civil
war penetrated these parts. The cavaliers under the command
of Prince Rupert was routing many of the Midlands'
parliamentarian strongholds. By 1642 the cavaliers and
roundheads were skirmishing regularly. Method and discipline
won time and time again. Suddenly sources close to Pierfoy
informed him that Prince Rupert was close and heading for
Caldecote in a matter of weeks. In the darkness of his mind,
schemes and strategies were forming, all losing favour by the
impending morning. Then a stroke of genius led his
subconscious to recall ‘Pyreway’. At first it was unclear how to
use this phenomena, then an idea came - he would lead the
cavaliers into it and ambush them in the overgrowth. This
could be achieved by hastily altering the fence lines and track
fences and cutting a narrow path through the waste. Coupled
with this, Pierfoy arranged for the local farmers to release all
their sheep flocks into surrounding fields thus forcing a natural
line through ‘Pyreway’ to avoid damaging the livestock. At
every possible point Pierfoy had large wagons hauled into
place and then toppled them to block tracks and paths. His
ingenuity took on the dimension of a maddened genius. Within
days the strategy was accomplished. The former tasks were
accomplished in days - however the path proved more difficult.
Some inroads were made with great penalty on man and
beast, and finally he resorted to burning a path through.
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Within a matter of days news spread that Rupert had
reached Etone from the south east and was preparing to siege
Caldecote. The deep rutted trackway leading from the hall
offered its nightly fragrances to each passer-by. It was said
that the ruts were formed as long ago as the Conquest. In the
banks a sandy clay soil allowed many a flower and tree to
grow; the whole forming a tunnel leading in and out of
Caldecote. On cool summer evenings, for a few minutes, the
perfume of grain and seed with their sugary vapours could be
sensed.
No words could convey this atmosphere, it was remarkably
constant - in fact the same bouquet greeted the regular
traveller. Had one lain down sleep would come, transporting
the weary wanderer to heaven. Whereupon the clouds would
take on the form of limestone crags and scars. Once above
the clouds a new landscape was revealed with canyons and
abysses. But your spirit may have been drawn down beneath
your feet. Locked away in Merlin's sleep. The world ash tree,
Yggdrasil3, may have once stood hereabouts. It was said that
all roads lead in two directions. This was no exception with its
window into the past and the future.
The people of the Anker valley thought of more basic
matters and the earthly delights offered by dumbles and dells
were dismissed. The God of things could take His time,
patience was infinite as was his care. The besieged Pierfoy
family knew nothing of secret passages and chambers within
their very midst, especially the one leading to the church of St.
David's. Instead matters of immediate concern, had Caldecote
Hall
stockpiled
enough
provisions?
Had
Pierfoy
underestimated the cavalier tactics and their singlemindedness or had he had the wisdom to send a scout to
Etone to eavesdrop on Rupert's plans. At the word his Ironside
troops assembled at the hall and made their march to
‘Pyreway’, most of them found the undergrowth hampered
3

The Tree of Life in Norse mythology: an evergreen ash tree, the three
roots of which bind together Asgard, Midgard, and Niflheim.
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progress in their dashing clothing. Once settled it was a matter
of waiting, muskets loaded and powder to spare.
"Ere, Abel hah ye heard them stories 'bout this place?"
whispered the young cadet.
"Ssshh, you'm get us kill'd young Jack Triers, di'nt you lern
nothing 'bout this war we'm a'fightin. Them men is keen to kill
us and my God they will an’ all," replied Abel Harlston.
The silence was broken occasionally by small whispering
chat. Suddenly Abel tensed-up as he became aware of
something moving around his ankles. Was it a viper or worse?
He hardly dared to look down in the nettles and grass. It made
no sound just a gentle touch on his breeches, then stopped.
Knowing he must not make a sound he jumped and stepped in
his crouched position rolling as he did so several feet. For a
few minutes neither of them flinched, but stared constantly at
every blade of grass. "Abel, what was it? Ye bett'r look, be
sure to kill it." Abel did so carefully parting the grass with the
blade of his sword. Lying in the grass was the dying body of a
snake, strangely shining and smooth with a luminous lustre to
its scaly body. It was still now and no longer threatened them.
"Oh, Jack, We was lucky afore, had it been vipers we were
dead men!" All went quiet between them as they tried to
regain their nerve.
For some moments they studied the body of the snake;
sure enough it was a bad omen for the battle by any man's
country lore. Jack noticed it was not dead, it was still
breathing, and he could just make out the shallow movement
on the side of its body. He got a stick and lifted up its slender
body. As he withdrew it from the nettles the body began to
convulse slowly the nearer he brought it to himself the more
revived it became. In fear he threw it back into the patch
whence it became still once more. At this they both became
terrified; too frightened to stay. They said once the battle
began they would flee out of this place.
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The evening grew darker and in the distance could be
heard a hue and cry combined with drumming, lights in the sky
and general noises travelling the countryside. Would it work,
mused Pierfoy as he tampered nervously with his flintlock
pistol? The noise grew louder and clearer; Prince Rupert
approached; his royalist army marching mechanically ever
onward. The first men entered ‘Pyreway’ waste and on
Pierfoy's signal the fusillade began. Smoke and sulphur filled
the air with deafening noise, within minutes the air was thick
with a pall of smoke, cries and screams of wounded suffering
men grew to a crescendo. The whole encounter was turning
disastrously wrong, men were killing their own side in the
confusion. Pierfoy did not have chance to order a retreat many
of his men were already dead or dying having fled in terror.
Prince Rupert's first rank were slaughtered, his rear guard
were lying flat on the waste as if dead until the skirmish has
ceased. For what seemed like hours the deadly sulphurous
smell lingered in the waste; no one daring to move.

The Anker mists grew in the early dawn, a weak valley
breeze began to clear the haze of black powder smoke.
Pierfoy had long gone, fleeing to the safety of Caldecote Hall.
Before him had deserted Abel and Jack.
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Prince Rupert had time to think and was dismayed,
although a battle-hardened fighter, this had unnerved him. He
was torn between deserting and killing everyone for revenge.
When would this infernal smoke clear so he could take stock
of the casualties? In the distance to the east he could see a
clear space in the air and it seemed to be moving towards him.
For a moment he thought he saw a strange figure floating with
its arm outstretched. He was in no mood for hysteria. He
ordered his soldiers to shoot at the apparition. A salvo of
muskets broke the silence but to no avail the form glided
slowly towards them. As it passed the crouching Prince his
nerve failed and the terror welled up in him. He had never
encountered a ghostly spirit before and was convinced in his
own mind that it was an omen of death coming to claim him.
The form was holding a rolled parchment which it dropped as
it passed by. The spirit melted into the waste. In the moments
that passed there was a growing silence. It became obvious
that the fight was over and all action had ceased. In the
strange stillness that pervaded ‘Pyreway’ Rupert overcame his
terror went to pick up the parchment. But as he did so he
stopped and thought if it was death then he must not touch it
for it would complete the curse. He ordered one of his soldiers
to retrieve it. A hasty retreat was sounded and all the cavaliers
returned to their base at Etone. In the long deliberations of the
next day Rupert eventually had the parchment opened and it
was read to him a by a scribe. The meaning was confused and
mysterious, but it was definitely not a claim on his life. The
next battle was planned carefully and this time they would not
be led through the waste.
Meanwhile Pierfoy had realised his stand would be useless
against the strengthened army now waiting to siege the hall. In
his desperation he decided to flee the hall and shelter in a
different part of Mercia, before he left he was informed about
the miserable deserters Triers and Harlston; they had not got
as far as their Colonel. Some fields away they had were later
found dead, no apparent cause was obvious. In the tangled
heap of their bodies as they were disentangled it became
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obvious they had both been stabbed. Was it a suicide pact or
had they started fighting each other for gain? Had the royalists
caught them on their way out of the affray? There was a
twisted mess to their bodies; if those who investigated had
looked more discerningly they would have noted that both
daggers were strangely contorted in their blades as if forged.
The sorrowful incident left little trace for future generations
to reflect upon. Their meagre headstones recorded them as
lost in battle bravely defending the Pierfoy household. It was
said in later years that two strangers were often seen at their
graves, dressed in period costume. Alas poor Abel Harlston
and Jack Triers had no real kith and kin locally. They just
drifted into the area seduced by the romance of being a
cavalier; although not from the right bloodstock to be totally
accepted.
After Pierfoy's flight his wife and some servants would stay
behind with a few relatives. In a matter of days the onslaught
was renewed; this time Prince Rupert stormed an-all-but
empty hall, not heavily defended. In the end his troops torched
the building forcing a surrender of the Pierfoy household. Alas,
no Colonel Pierfoy: the oak door with its musket balls
embedded in the fibres was forced open to reveal Lady
Pierfoy and a few servants. What became of this sorry affair is
shrouded in some mystery; the whereabouts of Colonel
Pierfoy were never revealed, save to say that later in his life
he co-signed the King's death warrant.
Prince Rupert campaigned on and never re-read the
parchment or paid it any heed. The manuscript ultimately
ended its life in the room at Lichfield Cathedral along with
other books.
Caldecote Hall had been laid waste and was not fit for
human habitation - the sheep farming was in a sorrowful state
locally. One evening in that late summer the Anker began its
drama. Mist and condensation took place as those slow
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cooling waters reacted with the chilling summer airs above
them. St. David’s graveyard nearly touched the water
meadows of the Anker. Desolation now prevailed at this forlorn
site, no one lived or worshipped there anymore. It was all but
impossible to even visit the site. As if out of the mist two forms
materialised in the very dew and stood next to the graves of
Triers and Harlston.
"Trye 'tis a bad business; we have failed to slake this force!
How long must we go on? I'm weary and yearn to rest from
this place?" The broken tones of a figure uttered into the ears
of his companion. "Take comfort my friend, trust the Lord, He
is working with us and holds us in His Power. Time for him
was not the problem, He is establishing a Kingdom and will not
be prevented. This place has been untouched for so long yet
is not overlooked. So much tragedy has happened in the past
and is yet to come. We will come again to this place and as we
do, so the day of victory draws nearer. All creation will one day
worship in this place and give glory to their Lord!"
After some minutes silence Wenric replied - "Ay! p'haps 'tis
so. I do not feel it though, hast thou not felt the pain in this
poor earth? It cries out to me of strife and suffering. The faith
in me is still but a germ, it seems there is a hard time to come
for us, least of all our kin. When will come the one who will
redeem this place? Why can we not help? Why can we not
understand with deep knowledge what it is that so afflicts this
place? Are there other places such as this that blight as this
do blight? I have passed up my mystical power to your Lord
for I know it can not see truth against this. But patience and
trust in this place is sore trying me!"
His companion, once known as Trye looked
compassionately at Wenric and spoke; "Why do you think he
chose us out of darkness? What divine unction was bestowed
on us? The Maker of this place knows its secret, He has the
deep knowledge concerning the blast that has taken root here.
Trust Him, not me! We will see the freeing of this place and it
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will be soon in earth years for the time is coming when all
rocks, mountains and living things will recognise the Lord as
their creator." As Trye finished he held out his arm as if
pointing to the sky and they began slowly to diffuse into the
valley mist. With them disappeared all trace of the graves. It
was as if they were erased over the next few days by a
gradual effacing. Weeds and grass quickly drew their blanket
over the place until no sign was left of burial. Their very names
once entered in the parish register in ox blood also faded
away as to be untraceable. The only notation was the slight
gap in the entry of the register.
No more would things recur, their private audiences ceased
with the close of summer. Life in England and the Anker vale
began to restore as a stable government formed.
The next decade was spent restoring field boundaries and
track ways. The search of ‘Pyreway’ took place. Fragments of
lead and pewter were plentiful, iron was not so common. The
pieces that were found were remarkably preserved for English
soil. The most remarkable things however were oddly
preserved objects - not fossilised but more mummified. These
were variously collected or even sold as good luck charms and
curios from the great flood. One fascinating specimen was
hallowed as a carved rod, said to be the snake from Aaron's
rod. Its surface lustre was highly prized. The treasure rapidly
passed upwards in the 17th Century culture of the time,
making money for whoever possessed it. The ophidian4
acquired a mysterious legend ultimately projecting it into the
status of a worshipped idol. Yet all whom possessed it soon
desired to sell it! It was revered and feared, no man could look
long at the snake's face with its smile. The eyes were open
with their minute form intricately preserved.

4

Snake
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They often appeared to be burnished and would not rust.
Many such curios were found half-buried as if impacted into
the soil by some terrible force. As with most scavenging after
battle, this metal was taken away and melted down for re-use,
being of high quality iron. Some of it found its way back into
Caldecote and was used partly to make hinge parts for the old
oak door rescued from the hall. The heavy door secured and
hanged on its new hinges would not close properly. If it ever
came ajar it always rested at exactly the same angle, it did not
matter what was done the local craftsman could not make it
work. It was as if the door had a will of its own, being quite
resistant to shutting or opening. The quirk was accepted by
village folk as just one of those things!
Another great survey was undertaken by Hewitt in 1690,
this itemised and identified all plots and parcels of lands in the
area. It included the owner, the tenant, land values and sizes,
but more fascinatingly the name of every plot. Some plots
could trace their pedigree back to before the 'Conqueror' it
seemed. Many of the names had an archaic origin before
words had meanings, some had very obvious names to
commemorate their sad history. Many were in the simplest
descriptive terms - Meadow Flatt; Five Acre Field and Dumble
Hole! The ledgers and accounts were ancient disciplines and
ensured any who learnt the skill of writing them a job for life.
Combined with those who could interpret their legal meaning,
a powerful guild or brotherhood grew up around this.
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The years rolled on in Anker vale, gradually turning into the
century of the great enclosures (which occurred in 1733).
Once again powerful landed gentry tried to divide the land into
agricultural plots. Many trees were planted as well as every
plot being given its own name to distinguish it from any other.
Still the ordinary man was a tenant or serf by any other name,
this mould had not yet been broken. By 1842 another great
event was taking place - The Tithe Award5 - and with it new
fields and new owners, endless fragmentation.

5

The Tithe Commutation Act 1836 replaced the ancient system of
payment of tithes in kind with monetary payments. It is especially noted for
the tithe maps which were needed for the valuation process.
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Chapter 4
The Flawed Archaeologist
"Joseph I hear tell that they be improving the old Derby
turnpike hereabouts. They says it’s still too poor for winter
wagons".
"Aye, John, that be what I heard too, it's not so busy with
heavy wagons these last few years, since the railway took the
last of the coal off it. Some people want to travel more by it
and the post do use it too".
So the conversation drifted on in the tavern (known as the
Royal Gate). It was just one of many nightly chats that started
nowhere and arrived at the same point one hour later.
Whether it be reminiscing about the great bare fist fight some
years ago between Zeph Dan and Jupiter Payne, when it was
said that nearly 10,000 people came to watch from all the
surrounding villages. Many hundreds of pounds changed
hands in the betting that night; even the police did not try to
stop the contest. Or the other popular topic being that of
'Massey' the Highway Man, who was the last man publicly
hanged in Leicestershire on a gibbet. The locals believed he
was Dick Turpin and that he and his horse hid in a cave on the
Lindley lands nearby.
The tavern had a lovely setting in the midst of wheat fields,
flat for several miles with gentle undulations; adjacent to the
sometimes busy Watling Street and Derby turnpike junction.
Running by the side of it was one of the many streams that
struggled to meet the Anker at Caldecote. Its source, as
always, disputed in any conversation that the farmers might
have at the tavern. In fact like many of the tributary streams
hereabouts it struggled for miles before it was established as a
permanent stream. It rose in Ashpole Spinney, near Drayton, a
wet land of clay and damp pasture, where Bronze Age man
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and others had left their flint knapping remnants. Now it was a
thicket, not unlike ‘Pyreway’ but much younger.
And so it was; life in these rural backwaters trickled on like
the rills and brooks in the neighbourhood. Yet scarcely 100
miles away an historic event was set to revolutionise transport.
The Liverpool-Manchester Railway heralded a new era. By
1848 Railway-mania was in full energy, the London North
Western Railway had forged a line through Nuneaton following
the Anker valley and canal. Surveyors were out in full force
treading fields and footpaths; looking for new lines. After a
hurried Bill in Parliament the Nuneaton - Ashby Joint Railway
was launched. By the beginning of 1866 the first sod would be
cut.
Within a matter of two summers much back-breaking work
was well underway, and long embankments and cuttings were
taking shape. As the route proceeded through Abbey Green
and then on to Weddington it was necessary to bridge several
obstacles: the London North Western Railway with its twin
track bed, the River Anker, then the old Weddington to
Caldecote track, Derby turnpike and so on.
The railway company did not wish to upset local farmers yet
it had to reduce the number of bridges. Sadly there would now
be only one route through to Caldecote, this was dictated by
the junction and points as well as signal box position. The new
diversion was somewhat awkward and forced a split in the
footpath just as one left the boundary marker. The users
declined noticeably, and within years all the routes to
Caldecote were relegated to footpaths. Gradually three paths
developed to Caldecote, one in the lower Water meadow, one
on the Great Hill Heath - and one through ‘Pyreway’. No one
knew them by these names; they had become Bluebell Wood
(or Signal Leys Gorse), the Grange and the Meadows.
Not many miles distant from this cultural backwater in the
corridors of the college a meeting was taking place. Many
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noteworthy antiquarians and archaeologists were attending
the annual meeting of local historians, in the chair was Dr.
Bloxam. He gathered his gown and stood to address the
meeting. He was portly and in the latter years of his life. His
cheeks were flushed with the usual excesses of too much
sherry and port. Upon that he had whiskers in gingery colours.
A man once consumed by a flaming passion for discovery, this
was now tempered into a dogged and somewhat rash manner.
"My learned colleagues and friends, may I welcome you to
the 10th annual general meeting of the society. It is with some
pride that I can report membership has risen once again this
year and that our field programme is as healthy as ever. In the
last two years we have successfully excavated the following
ancient burial sites: Fenny Drayton tumulus, Hartshill Tumulus,
Higham tumulus and Oldbury Hillfort's ditch.
All of which have been reported in our proceedings, we are
well on schedule to finish all the north Warwickshire sites by
the end of the decade. In most cases there are various grave
goods and burial treasures befitting these lesser sites, as you
know virtually none have been documented to our knowledge
and we are in no small way at the frontiers of archaeology on
this subject".
Dr. Bloxam's speech went into great lengths and depths
about the trivia of field archaeology and excavation
techniques. To this he added endless names of artists and
printers that had helped in preparing the transactions as well
as the college students who had helped clean and classify
antiquities removed from these solemn mortal residues. This
brought him to his concluding part of the address; he was
visibly quickened by this prospect. A man, not devoid of
theatrical finesse, he ordered a curtain to be pulled open on
the dais behind him and delivered the finale with Victorian
charisma.
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"Here behind me by grand courtesy of the library at Lichfield
I have one of the greatest unsolved mysteries that
archaeology has ever known. It exceeds the Rosetta Stone 6 in
being a key to the ancients; it is more than a mystery, it goes
back into antiquity, and I have discovered its existence thanks
in no small way to my distant colleague Henry Aston. To
highlight its importance I am going to call an extraordinary
general meeting of this and other societies including the
Antiquary Society in July 1877, which coincides with our
Queen's 40 years on the throne. By that time our society will
have been excavating the ancient site of ‘Pyreway Field’ for
two months and will be in a position to reveal the field
evidence for this site.
“Furthermore, I believe it is of such importance that I am
going to invite Natural Historian and other journals to the
event". The monologue continued mainly in the vein of selfpraise with the occasional complimentary remark about his
colleagues and the backbreaking efforts so far on the
numerous tumuli excavations.
"Finally let me explain briefly what is behind me in this glass
case, you will all be able to come forward to see the display in
due course! The star of this collection has to be the unique
parchment by Trye and Wenric; much of which does not make
sense at the moment. Connected with this are numerous
minor papers about Weddington and Caldecote parishes as
well as the Aston papers. The most curious however is the
petrified snake which has yet has to be located. Its notoriety is
that it changes hands with alarming regularity and was last
known in the collection of Chaulke Abbey some years ago. As
for the manuscripts I have two of my best language masters at
present working on the Latin and middle English, hopefully
6

The Rosetta Stone is a granodiorite stele inscribed with a decree issued
at Memphis, Egypt, in 196 BC on behalf of King Ptolemy V. The decree
appears in three scripts. Because it presents essentially the same text in
all three scripts (with some minor differences among them), it provided the
key to the modern understanding of Egyptian hieroglyphs.
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they will add to Pierfoy's work at Caldecote in the middle 17th
Century. In recent weeks I have been in touch with Shure to
gain his permission to explore the site fully. To this he has no
objection, as long as he is kept fully informed and invited to
any such public meetings. Now my colleagues and good
friends please come forward and carefully cross the dais to
see this miraculous challenge."
The hall at the college was busy with clamouring
spectators: Victorian manners were thrown to the wind in the
scramble to see the treasure. After what seemed like hours
the impatient throng had returned to their seats bursting with
questions. Everyone was eager to help, some for the glory
some for the gain. Excitement was gradually climbing to a
fever pitch as with anticipation people wanted to sign up for
various duties and tasks in advance of the dig. Suddenly in the
crush at the back of the now full hall a quietly spoken person
managed to get the attention of Bloxam.
"Erh, Dr. Bloxam I must say how impressed I am with your
proposals. However I did notice on one of the parchments
considerable warnings about disturbing the ground at this
place and the terrible consequences of doing so. Do you think
it is wise to use such public and intensive activity at first on
this site?"
"My good man!" replied Bloxam. "I can assure you that I
have taken great pains to investigate these parchments and
am satisfied we are only dealing with ancient superstitions and
ignorance for the large part. As good as Trye's observations
were he was an ignorant man living in the Dark Ages. Why,
these men did not know the moon rotated around the earth
and they in turn around the sun. They thought that all things
were humours and essences combined with forces. No, I am
confident what we have here is unique but explainable
antiquity, who knows it might even be the battlefield site of the
once great Queen Boudicca!" To which everyone applauded
and cheered. The man did not persist with his questions but
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discreetly left the meeting placing on his chair a small parcel on it the words 'Confidential - Bloxam'. The meeting continued
for some time afterwards and eventually adjourned to the staff
common room for sherry. The evening drew on and gradually
people said their farewells to Bloxam and all echoed their
excitement at the forthcoming summer. Save for a few
devoted helpers the college once more returned to its trancelike state so familiar in the summer recess. It was some days
later after the hall had been cleaned that the parcel was found.
It eventually found its way to Bloxam's study.
The ageing academic was still quite charged by events of
the last weeks and had been busily arranging last minute
details such as accommodation, food and drink. In his rush to
deal with the mounting post he hardly noticed the now shabby
parcel in amongst it.
Piece by piece he opened and sorted his mail that day until
finally he ripped open the parcel wondering what manner of
thing could be so badly wrapped. He fumbled and pulled at the
brown paper until it was open. There in front of his eyes was a
sight that took his life-force; did he but realise it. He gasped,
“the s..sn..snake!" He clutched it so tightly it hurt his hands
and wrists, his breathing began to struggle and his eyes and
temples felt as if they were bursting.
Some days later he was aware of lying in a bed with his
head and body feeling sickened and weak. "Where am I?" he
asked the attending nurse.
"Good morning Bloxam, you've had a touch of fever for
some days and were brought to St. Cross hospital, do not be
worried everything is being taken care of!"
This was hard to accept for Bloxam, and gradually his mind
cleared and with a fit of panic he remembered the snake. He
was calling and urging for someone to explain who had found
him, and where his possessions were. After several minutes of
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comforting talk the nurse said she would fetch the doctor. It
seemed that Bloxam's colleague would visit him that night and
explain all the events of the last few days. Bloxam's strength
returned as he was excited by the mystery of the snake. This
now meant more than the whole thing together. It seemed to
take an eternity for 6.00pm to arrive and at last Dr.
Swinnerdon a school colleague arrived.
"Good evening Bloxam old chap, how do you feel now? It's
good to see you awake, you had us all worried you know, we
thought you were going to leave us with ‘Pyreway Field’ and
that would never do!"
No sooner had Swinnerdon uttered his brief welcome than
Bloxam grabbed his arm and pulled him down to the bed and
forcibly whispered in his ear: "Where is the snake, what
happened to it?"
"Oh that thing, that's in your room locked up, don't worry.
Look old fellow you had better calm down about that, it looks
as if it’s stolen, because one of your tutors did some discreet
enquiries at Chaulke and they are treating it as robbery at the
moment. Do you know the current value on that object?"
"No!" replied Bloxam in a most aggressive and unfamiliar
manner, "and I don't care, they can have the thing back once I
find out its meaning!"
Swinnerdon replied slightly more forcefully than his nature
would normally permit: "Bloxam, this serpent was valued at
£5,000 by Chaulke. They paid over £1,000 for it ten years ago
and it has never seen the light of day since".
Bloxam was more agitated still: "Look I don't care how
much it’s worth, it is the key to this mystery I'm sure; we must
hold on to it for a few more months then we can return it
anonymously. It will not harm anyone's interests that way."
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Swinnerdon declined to argue anymore and finally left the
patient, somewhat concerned at how changed he was.
Bloxam made a rapid recovery spurned on by the prospect of
the snake and the public display of the site. Ultimately he was
discharged from his hospital bed; his confinement had not
dampened his zeal he had been conducting most of his
business from his bed, even organising the final stage of the
field work. No sooner had he reached the confines of the
college than the search for the ophidian began. It was lying
there on the shelf of his locked casement. At first he nearly
reached into to pick it up again; but he stopped just before he
touched it. No, it was safe and he did not need it just yet. The
days passed all too quickly and it was time for him to grace the
excavation by a personal appearance.
When Bloxam arrived the top soil had been stripped some
days ago and all was well. It was a sight more in keeping with
the great Kubla Khan and his pleasure dome. Many marquees
adorned the waste area, now transformed by much digging
and carting of topsoil. It was hard to imagine this site being so
hostile to men in previous generations. After a short
discussion it seemed that the first days on site for all the
society members had been uneventful and had usually
finished in sherry to discuss tactics and problems. This had left
time to study in detail the newly translated Trye-Wenric
papers. From then on heated discussions grew out of it which
often lasted into the small hours. Many members were
convinced it was a battlefield site, either pre-Norman or civil
war and no doubt there were numerous metallic objects buried
and probably affected by scorched ground as fires were no
doubt lit over the site in later years. A smaller group thought it
more likely that a hearth or kiln site existed where metal
smelting had been performed. In all cases the previous historic
details concerning metallic objects and their behaviour had
been noted. Several of the scientists began to suggest a
comet or meteorite site. This was not popular and usually met
with ridicule.
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After several more days of uneventful activity Bloxam
decided to return to college to attend to other business. He
had with him the whole account now translated into Victorian
English and would endeavour to relate the snake and the
whole episode into one complete story. After many hours of
reading and thinking he could not solve the incident; it seemed
to be more folklore than history. The documentary account of
the snake's origin was garbled and unreliable. It must have a
connection but what it was could not be seen. So he decided
to return to site with the trophy to prepare for the exhibition
day when the nation's press would be descending. In keeping
with his theatrical nature Bloxam introduced the snake that
evening at sherry with the air of mystery required of such an
object. People gasped, not so much because of its
appearance but because Bloxam had yet again exceeded
their expectations. The air was full of wonder concerning its
meaning and significance.
That night Bloxam retired to his marquee and carefully laid
the snake on the writing desk. After a night of excitement
sleep came easily. In the morning he rose quietly for breakfast
and set about planning the day ahead.
It was not until late morning that he noticed the snake was
missing. Not at first worried he searched the desk and floor
around and then became more uneasy as it defied location.
Then he stubbed his foot against a hard object in the ground.
At first he assumed a stone; then after inspection it was seen
to be a metal object. To his amazement he dug around it and
found a rod about 12 inches long looking remarkably like the
snake. He could not believe it, were there two snakes; this
could be worth a fortune. The object came out of the soil with
little difficulty. It was essential to find the other snake and
compare the two closely. This proved impossible, the other
snake had completely vanished. The uneasy truth began to
dawn on him; this snake was fresh and uncorroded, not even
dirty. It was the original snake! How could it have been
partially buried? Was it accidental or deliberate? The thought
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crowded his restless conscience for some time but gradually
faded away into the realm of facile explanations. He would
take greater care of the object and thus ensure the same
would not happen again.
The object was at the core of this mystery he felt sure. For
that reason he kept it close at hand now, it even travelled with
him into the excavations. By that means it finally left his
possession: at the second level in the excavation the soil was
cracked, up to 27 inches in depth. At some unknown place in
time, as if by gravity, the serpent slipped gently from his
waistcoat pocket, although loosely restrained by a cord. It
dropped, as if by some guiding force, directly into a fissure and
was swallowed by the very earth. Bloxam suddenly became
aware of the lack of weight in his pocket as he leaned forward.
The panic set in as he fumbled for the treasure. He urged
everyone to stop exactly where they were and to begin to look
on the ground for it must have dropped somewhere there.
Alas to no avail, it could not be found. Bloxam was aware of
the numerous cracks in the ground and guessed correctly that
it could have fallen into one them. This settled his mind
somewhat as they would probably recover it in the next layer
of the excavation.

Because little or nothing was apparent he ordered the
second layer to be hurriedly finished and work to commence
on the third layer. By the end of the day several inches were
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removed from layer three. This revealed that most cracks
terminated save a few large ones. To these Bloxam confined
his search, with the aid of his trowel he began to dig into a
prominent fissure; after digging for what seemed like 12 inches
the fissure showed no sign of finishing. He began to panic, this
could not be so, and never had he encountered such a
phenomenon! Quickly using a spade to dig the groove down
another 12 inches he was staggered to find it was consistently
going downwards. Now came the moment of truth, it was too
difficult to dig any further without the rest of the excavation
proceeding at the same rate, so the only hope was to attempt
to probe into the crack with a metal rod. Unwittingly he chose
a piece of iron rod nearly a yard in length, this he carefully
pushed into the crack and to his utter despair the rod was
seemingly sucked out of his hand and disappeared into the
crack-like void; all attempts to retrieve it were futile.
"I can not believe this! Swinnerdon! Gibson! Please come
here quickly. Did you see what happened when I probed this
fissure?" Bloxam was shivering as if affected by a fever.
It seemed that no one had witnessed the event except
Bloxam. All efforts to calm him were pointless. He was
obsessed with digging deeper into the fissure immediately.
Swinnerdon tried to reason with him, reminding him that it was
only a few days before the exhibition and if they rushed
through the next layers and went ahead it might prove
disastrous. Eventually Bloxam calmed down and accepted
that things were at a critical point and with the journals and
societies about to descend on 'Pyreway Field' it would be
unwise. Common sense told him the snake must be lodged,
this fissure must close ultimately and they would retrieve it
then.
The weather had been kind enabling much work to be done
in dry conditions. This proved helpful for the visiting day which
dawned tomorrow.
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Bloxam slept fitfully that night, trying to compose his
speech, thinking in his mind of last minute details. At last the
dawn beckoned him, the early hours would be spent
inspecting the excavation, refreshments, displays and marquis
where the lecture would be given. Gradually as the morning
advanced worthies and academics from many sources arrived.
To Bloxam's surprise, many of his so-called colleagues and
piers did not come; he put this down to the remoteness of this
area of Warwickshire. The symposium totalled fifty or so
people who were carefully conducted around the excavation.
Bloxam with his dramatic tendencies played the trump card
and invited his audience to sit on the benches provided whilst
the archaeologists would take down the next layer into what
he believed to be the artefact layer. It should have unnerved
Bloxam at this point, none of the expected precursor signs had
been found to date. In fact he did not have one scrap of real
evidence that metallurgical remains were even present.
With Bloxam presiding the team hastily scraped away the
next layer of the dig. It became cruelly obvious that metal
artefacts did not exist.
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Chapter 5
Unearthing Ancient Archives
In the red brown clay all that could be seen were branching
patterns made of black carbonised materials. On closer
inspection it was identified as plant remains, possibly ash tree
roots. A slight flush came over Bloxam's' cheeks at the
prospect of this find. He tried to ride out the reaction of his
audience. The team were ordered to take the excavation
another 12 inches in places. This proved fruitless, meanwhile
the audience were becoming restless. Some were already
busy men and really could be doing better things, others were
largely sceptical of the college's record in matters of field
archaeology. Before he could quell their mood many of his
guests were making excuses as to why they must leave. This
covered over a great deal of anger at what seemed like timewasting. He had lost most of his credibility by the end of the
day - never a man to be heavily influenced by pressure, he
nevertheless wanted their praise. Sadly he was always
advising others how to conduct their researches but seldom
followed his own advice.
The meeting had taken a sudden down turn in its
atmosphere; delegates might be annoyed by the
embarrassment of being associated with this fiasco. Despite
all his efforts to reassure colleagues that all would still be
revealed it could not stop the occasion wilting. The parchment
held little interest for those who stayed. In his own mind he
knew he would be mercilessly dealt with in the coming weeks.
In a last fit of passion he threw all his good practice to the
wind and determined to find the snake. He was not a well man
and was overweight; his health could only suffer. His
colleagues were concerned, the obsession had taken over his
mind. But he was not a man to be trifled with, out of respect
they offered him help and refreshment. The excavation of
‘Pyreway Field’ had ceased to be important, all the remarkable
ideas that he had conceived to explain it were receding in his
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mind. His whole body and soul now ached with a racking pain;
the snake must be found to restore his credibility. After several
cubic yards of soil had been removed from around the fissure
he could just make out an object. Taking one last frantic lunge
with his spade to try to unearth it, his heart gave out.
Collapsing on to the floor of the dig with his body over the
fissure his last dying life force moved into his fingers, the toil
and sweat numbed his arm as he groped and struggled to pull
the object from out of the resistant soil. At last his dying breath
enabled him to clutch what he thought was the snake.
Those next days were lost in what must have been chaos.
‘Pyreway Field’ was abandoned and restored; Shure insisting
the whole fiasco be covered up. The obituaries were
unexpectedly kind, they overtook the press' attempts to
slaughter Bloxam for his incompetence.
The dead archaeologist was buried in the grounds of his
college chapel with all the pomp and circumstance that he
would have expected. It fell to Swinnerdon to speak on behalf
of his lifelong colleague. The crowded chapel had heard of the
great achievements in the past; little was mentioned of the
archaeologist's sad end. The majority of Bloxam's possessions
were given to museums. The amazing Trye-Wenric papers
and the Victorian papers were sent to their rest place at the
cathedral Library. Sadly the body of Bloxam had not held on to
the object and there it remained buried at unknown depth.
Some weeks later Swinnerdon, who was executor of the
dead man's possessions, was writing a brief obituary in the
society's newsletter. In it he summarised the events leading up
to the demise of his colleague at ‘Pyreway Field’. He did not
understand the significance as much as Bloxam had obviously
done. However the serpent had captured his interest and he
felt that it was safe to mention its existence, without upsetting
Chaulke's claim to it. The paragraph became a letter and
eventually Swinnerdon made it into a report-cum-obituary and
tribute. As hard he tried in later months he could not locate
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any more details concerning the snake object or its origin. He
finally took over leading the Society as well as answering the
backlog of Bloxam's letters. To his surprise he found several
letters from people whom Bloxam had written to concerning
the snake. This did nothing to dampen his growing curiosity;
finally he decided to try to clear his friend's name. The snake
was still worth recovering and was no doubt only a matter of
yards deep. To this he set his mind, how best to retrieve it?
Another full-scale dig was out of the question, a one-man
trench would be too much for him. Then as if by genius he
thought of a most simple method of doing it. The local farmers
were always complaining of water shortages away from the
river; he would persuade them to allow a well to be dug. He
would advise them where best to dig and on the way down he
could recover the snake.
Surprisingly he met with no resistance and engaged a team
of well-borers to construct a hand-dug well for the farmers.
The place where Bloxam had finally died was easily surveyed
and marked out on the ground. At that point construction
began in earnest. The well was to be lined with brick for
maximum stability. The soil having been disturbed so many
times was fairly quickly removed, before long the well was 2
yards deep. There was no sign of water and peculiarly no
fissures were encountered. At about a depth of three yards the
men reported hard digging and very slow progress. In fact
their rate almost stopped, they complained of exhaustion, their
tools did not seem capable of doing the job, they grew heavier
and more difficult to handle. Meanwhile on the surface,
Swinnerdon was completely oblivious to this, he was sieving
every load of soil meticulously. By a depth of four yards work
had halted. The soil had become so hard that it was like
digging a rock, even pick-axes struggled to break into it. With
progress so slow it was becoming expensive, one of the
navvies suggested blasting powder. This at first seemed
unacceptable, but they assured Swinnerdon that one small
charge would just soften the soil so that they could get pickaxes into it.
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Duly a small charge was positioned in the side of the well in
an attempt to dislodge more material. A small thud was all that
was heard and this calmed everyone's doubt about damage.
After the dust and grit had settled Swinnerdon was first to
inspect the well. At the bottom in an iron-like layer was a
pointed object protruding upwards. Again it was fixed solidly
and could not be moved. There was no sign of the snake! All
attempts to recover the object were useless. Was this the
missing fourth layer that Bloxam was convinced held the battle
weapons? There were certainly signs of heavy contamination
by iron as if metal objects had corroded away with the
passage of time. Except for the solitary point what other clues
had there been? No further sight of tree roots, or fissures! But
if it were the layer then Bloxam was right.
The layer was impossible to excavate without seriously
damaging remains embedded in it. To his credit Swinnerdon,
although a scientist, attempted to identify the object in more
detail. In the poor light aided by a lantern he studied the metal
as best he could. It had all the characteristics of a blade
forged and folded to give it strength. The watered affect
appeared to be clean yet it was not a mild steel as he knew it.
He tried to gauge whether it was magnetic or not; it was not
easily solved. It had seemed like magnetised metal, it
disturbed the compass that he carried and appeared to attract
things to it but they would not actually stick. The singular factor
was the lack of corrosion combined with the pattern so wellpreserved on the blade surface. With his pocket lens he
examined the etching on the surface it appeared to be a
language or a design. There was no way he could photograph
or trace the inscription, so he tried to copy by hand some of
the characters. It was no language that he knew or could
locate when he later checked the college's dictionaries. It bore
a slight resemblance to ancient Hebrew if anything.
Victory was not to be his, from all sides he was pressurised
him and when the farmers heard about the scheme it was
decided to stop digging. The well was utterly dry and could not
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be progressed any further. The farmers were irritated by this
mark and said they wanted it filled-in if it would not produce
water. As the team of navvies tried to do this their tools were
solidly held together in a clump. After some considerable fight
the spades were pulled apart from the picks so that the work
could begin. A few weeks later whilst sitting on a green turf
lawn at the school he decided to put his papers in order on
‘Pyreway Field’. The whole episode had shown so much
potential and yielded so little reward it made him bitter. Why,
there were a thousand tumuli waiting in the Mercia to be
excavated and a number would enhance his reputation easily.
This had proven to be the cause of major embarrassment and
his friend's early death. As he browsed through the old papers
he saw a notelet on brittle flaking paper; it read:
"To whom it may concern, by the time you read this I am
probably resting with my Maker after life's test. It is more than
likely events of the last few years have not been fully
explained. It has been so hard to put this whole episode into
perspective. You no doubt have heard of Pandora's Box; I
have indeed discovered it. ‘Pyreway Field’ may contain all the
world's evil and as such should never be explored again. It
may contain the answer to a mystery too complex for man to
even understand! It may be nothing at all. I was so sure
originally that ‘Pyreway Field’ was totally in the realm of the
known and archaeological. Now I am not sure! So much so I
dare not talk or share my true feelings about what I have
found.
“The reason I undertook this project was because it felt right
and had all the correct archives. I was encouraged by the work
of Trye and Aston: the mysticism of Wenric I tended to dismiss
as being from the old world. Pierfoy and Dugdale offered new
comments that seemed to help the matter. With those great
and lasting works before me I felt that my task were a simple
one. I would be able to put this to a scientific test. However
there were minute and yet significant pieces missing; they had
not observed everything as I first thought. There lies my
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growing doubt. It is hard for a scholar to admit that he does
not know and that he is at the limit of his knowledge and more
importantly his understanding. I do not know what made me
progress this the way I did: I do not know when I lost my way,
perhaps it was the snake. It gripped me as the philosopher's
stone must have gripped the alchemists. I could not decide
whether it had been a living creature, a relic, a carving or even
a casting. The snake may have had no power at all, it may
have been merely to focus the mind. I soon discovered that no
man had held it in his possession for more than days. Who our
visitor was at that meeting I could not discover. Why he had
left the snake I do not know, and whether he wished me ill
harm I do not know.
“I was obsessed with the belief that I could solve it; because
I had solved one clue it lead me on in false confidence to
pursue the next piece and so on. When all the time I was
becoming more lost and taken deeper into a maze from which
the only escape is death. I truly fear that it is my destiny too,
now that I have struggled thus far. If you can read the Trye Wenric parchment, you can gain a sense of this place does
not want to share its secret with men. In those olden days men
often used force and were struck down for that. I could not
understand how we did so much and yet apparently met with
no obstruction. That is why I was convinced the legend and
story were just superstitions with no foundation. Perhaps I
misjudged that also. I still believe the site is of unparalleled
importance as is the serpent. Perhaps if I have transgressed I
must pay with my life or my mind; is it an Eden, the fruit I must
not eat is the one of life and death / good and bad? Something
tells me there is more than science and superstition here. It is
hard to see how good could be working against us and yet it
has qualities that make it far from evil or bad. I remember
reading in my studies at University things in the Bible that I
could not believe, or even remember now. How can events in
a far off land be influencing us now in England? And yet if this
of God I should have none of it; equally so if it is of an evil
power. (I must try to get an opinion on this as soon as
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possible). I would urge no further investigation into the site
until the full significance of the snake can be identified. There
are many works that I neglected to read on the meaning of the
serpent. I suggest that any future plans be discussed with my
old colleague Aston; I remain yours truly - Dr. A. Bloxam".
A tear formed in the eye of Swinnerdon as he read this sad
admission. Unfortunately he had not read between the lines,
he saw his colleague in a depressed mood; if only he had
discussed it more. He carefully folded the page into half and
placed it with the other papers. His findings found a home in a
box file where they would remain until his own death. He had
learned a lot from this escapade, no more so than how it had
gripped his friend to the point of strangling his very life force.
Obsessions were no friend of good health. Such things soon
drained Swinnerdon of his curiosity as other duties filled his
life's timetable.
Swinnerdon outlived his friend by some ten years and held
the office of president for that time. On many occasions he
was asked to speak on Bloxam, ‘Pyreway Field’, the snake
and other events associated with it. He always refused and
said that one day he might present an exhibition to
commemorate the whole affair. This he did not do; however
the school and its society had left behind memories. Shure at
Weddington particularly, although not a man of history, had
overcome his annoyance at the fiasco and became a member
of the society. He decided with the approval of the committee
to erect a cairn on the site of ‘Pyreway Field’ as a tribute to the
subject. He had an inscription prepared and duly made. It
gave a brief biography of the man and his firm belief that a
great site existed hereabouts. Being a landmark it did not
attract attention, it was soon overgrown by the time Shure had
lost interest. The cairn was not cemented and continually
suffered vandalism from many quarters.
The last years of the nineteenth century drew to a close and
with it the meetings of the college's society. Much of the
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school's collection was disbanded into museums and private
hands as was the copious paperwork. Thus closed a chapter
of interest.
Out of those strange times many bodies of knowledge had
been established. Amongst them the geological survey. The
last decade of the century had seen the mapping of the rocks
in the area. It had pushed them to international significance,
there was a continuous stream of scientists and field workers
trying to untangle the secrets of the Ridge and its rocks. By
1913 yet another survey was underway, the Ridge providing
more than enough to challenge the science for many
generations to come.
Quarrying and mining had begun as early as prehistoric
man who had searched for flint in the Anker gravels. He was
followed by the Romans who worked clay, ironstone and
possibly coal. By Mediaeval times clay and coal workings
followed. The first attempt at a mineral survey was the
manganese map of 1818. Before the mid - century a proper
survey was underway and this solved the vast coal and clay
ironstone deposits. All that remained was to identify the thick
deposits of hard rock beneath the coal, all of which had been
worked for building stone back to the Normans.
Before one study had finished another one was taking
place; several geologists occupied themselves with the fossils,
others the mining history. A very rare breed however became
interested in the ancient rocks buried from sight. How they
studied these was a mystery to many. The rocks were rare
and often difficult to find. Their depth made them inaccessible
to the drilling rigs of the time. To unlock their secrets would
take another two generations of science. Patiently pieces of
evidence were linked together, British earthquake tremors
were studied, and simple measurements of the gravity and
magnetic fields were also attempted. From out of this science
came new understandings. The age of the earth was pushed
back further and further to the unbelievable figure of
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thousands of millions of years. It appeared that our island was
underlain by rocks of vast age and complexity. Too much to be
described by words of the day. Hazy and misleading
adjectives abounded to explain this murky hinterland of
geology.
How man had progressed! His needs driving him on,
especially when money was at stake in large proportions. His
quest for knowledge and power had detached him from his
spiritual roots. Few scientists had any respect for the Bible and
even fewer had read it. This did not matter by the end of the
two great World Wars man had all but tried to be god by his
acts. The seas and lands had not only given up their minerals
but they were about to give up their oil and gas. He knew how
deep, how dense how active everything was. The only reason
to look afresh at Mercia was for its petroleum reserves. Any
new knowledge would be eventually given to universities when
it was no longer politically dangerous. The skies were alive
with aircraft towing probes back and forth across the heavens,
the land surface was crawling with men and microphones and
explosives measuring every tremor the earth made. A body of
knowledge grew out of his exercise, when man finally rejected
Mercia as barren the information was allowed to trickle into the
colleges. Specialists had increased, their science endless in
its search. All attempts to solve the Mercia ancient structure
were proving difficult, colleagues were precious few and most
of them were enemies; each fiercely guarding their own areas
of expertise. As if replaying the Tower of Babel, they could not
see, they had not learnt. They were almost incapable of
talking to each other in a common tongue.
Whilst this dispute grew in the world of science a new one
was taking place in the spiritual one. Had Trye been alive he
would have recognised the signs perhaps. Modern man had
little or no view with which to understand the battle that was
about to start in his time. In one world lecturer were about to
draw swords in the name of truth to solve the mysteries of the
structure in the Anker valley, in the other the church was being
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called from its sleep to spread the news about God. God's
people were awakening everywhere to a new understanding
that they could do nothing without the Holy Spirit of God with
them. As the Spirit moved over the earth (just as He had done
in Genesis) powerful changes were taking place. Men were
being called by their very names out of sleep into a new
relationship with their God of creation. Had the scientists been
talking to their friends and neighbours they might have seen
the significance of what was about to take place.
Had one read the popular science journals of the day it
might have sounded remarkably familiar. Two young scientists
were duelling in words over several issues about the Anker
valley. They argued with words, this in turn made much
writing. Finally a call was made for a conference or at least a
field meeting to demonstrate their claims. Both men had made
local measurements of energy fields and forces and could
prove they their theories were right. Much was made of the
earlier work to prove that England had a geological centre of
gravity and that was barely 1000 metres away. Sadly and
unknown to either party an event of significance had been
mentioned in a local Christian church. But none of the parties
knew its meaning! In the pages of earth's unwritten history
was the promise that things would be set free!
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Chapter 6
The Revolutionary Geologists
The merry-go-round of conferences in the scientific world
meant instant fame followed by instant obscurity afterwards as
the next discovery made the headlines. Perhaps the meeting
due to start at the University of Mercia would be different. It
was on underground rock structures. The research came from
a wealth of scientists working on the ancient rocks buried
beneath Europe. Personalities were few and far between in
education, most lecturers were shy or nervous and certainly
could not thrill a conference audience with their findings.
However two presenters were not of this mould, they had
never actually met each other before; they had only spoken at
length on the videophone.
Those that knew them personally were expecting a fire
when they met head on in the question and answer times at
the conference. The event was opened by the President and
this was followed by the first speaker who set the scene for the
session. Upon closing his small presentation he then handed
the meeting to Dr. Wenrich, a man in his late forties, thick dark
hair and quite stocky. His dress more of a safari leader than a
professor, yet there was an air of confident experience that
was hard to criticise. His career had been totally unique and
he was regarded by others as the 'bete noir' of earth sciences.
Yet in their relationships with him was fear; Wenrich had so
many times gone against the mainstream and ultimately been
proven right. He climbed on to the stage and began:
"May I first say how pleased I am to be able to host this
session and therefore lead into my own paper on the Anker
Valley. As you know this feature was first noted some hundred
years ago and has never been satisfactorily explained. I
began to research this some years ago in an attempt to
explain what caused the high gravity area and how the ancient
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continents were arranged
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And so Wenrich unfolded his fascinating account of his
evidence. The shock that everyone expected to come out of
his paper arrived in his last closing remarks. "Furthermore it is
my suggestion that beneath the area a huge structure exists
similar to the Kimberley diamond mines. I believe that
700,000,000 years ago a gigantic volcano was active
hereabouts and what made it so unique was its high metallic
content. Drawing rock from such great depths, iron minerals
were concentrated. I suspect that a kilometre down one of the
largest metal ore deposits exists, but because it is not pure the
magnetic fields are not seen; to this I will devote my next
period of research".
The audience were stunned into silence at this idea by
Wenrich. Gradually questions were asked from the floor, some
in support some in obvious irritation. Generally the idea was
greeted with a degree of respect and interest. Above all the
delegates were impatient for the field visit planned later that
week where Wenrich would use his field techniques on the
metallic vent.
To Wenrich's surprise there had been no real reaction from
his former friend Dr. De Triars. By the middle afternoon De
Triars presented his paper on the Anker Valley.
"I thank you for your appreciation and welcome the chance
to share my findings in such company". De Triars began; he
was a gentle man of slight build, thinning ashen hair and pale
blue eyes. A scientist from Oxbridge, so often thought of as
gentle, yet capable of nasty comment on subjects he felt
strongly about. "This gravity field is perhaps a magnetic
reversal point, as I now prefer to call it, has perplexed those of
us researching it. I have in recent months researched its
human history: although my skills are somewhat limited in
history. It is apparent that what we have here is more
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mysterious than Wenrich's metallic vent. I will now attempt to
demonstrate my idea by means of computer and video".
With that De Triars unfolded his story of the Ridge and
Anker area. This consisted mainly of ancient records and the
brief summary of Bloxam and Swinnerdon's research at
'Pyreway Field'. He then reminded the people of a
phenomenon not included in the conference. The earth has a
magnetic field, this is believed to be caused by the high
pressure iron core that from time to time in history changes.
The north magnetic pole switches to the South Pole and the
south vice versa. This magnetic reversal was well known in
the last 4,000,000 years. However it had been impossible to
predict when the next reversal would take place or how it was
triggered, in fact if it was triggered at all! Some workers blame
complex currents deep in the core, others that solar radiation
was the cause.
No! De Triars idea was that the metal ore deposit was the
trigger point. He further said that an entirely new structure
existed here and that in some way controlled and regulated
the magnetic field of the earth. If one could have studied it
continuously the action of it would be confirmed. It was his
idea that the second field visit could in fact fully demonstrate
this. In some ways the two men had stolen the thunder from
the conference, all other lectures were heard with boredom. All
eyes were on the weekend field visits and how these
spectacular claims could be proven.
Whilst the University of Mercia played host to these people
a distant mile away a less familiar gathering was taking place
at the Bible College. Here a simple gathering of newly trained
Christians was taking place. It had been called by the director
in an attempt to make students think about the decade that
was closing the twentieth century. The church world-wide had
experienced a calling to unify and recognise Jesus' place in all
things. Canon Forster was just about to address the last
seminar session.
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"I'm sure that many of you have heard of Armageddon, no
doubt it has been mentioned more than any other event in
history. We can be in danger when we read the last book of
the Bible - Revelation. Often it is tempting to keep looking for
signs of Jesus' second coming. Was World War II one of the
signs, was Hitler the anti-Christ etc? I think what we can be
sure of no man alive will know beforehand the exact date.
Many leaders have been given words concerning
Armageddon, but none would admit to knowing the date and
time. I had asked you to do some research into Revelation.
But note I also advised you to pray about it and look in other
sources for historical evidence of the Holy Spirit moving on
this earth and causing revivals in places long dead. I am glad
to see that most of you spotted Wesley. I was most impressed
with Jim Todman's research. I might say that I have never
heard of this idea on the delay in Armageddon.
“What is encouraging is the diversity of your modern
backgrounds; not so many years ago students came from
similar backgrounds. Nowadays I note that we have exdoctors, ex-scientists and even ex-engineers.
“Why, just this morning it was brought to my attention that
over the very road from us at Mercia geologists are meeting. I
do not understand what they are meeting about, but it certainly
sounds fascinating. Perhaps the scientists among you could
tell me more later?
“If we believe there is a battle to come, is it already
beginning? Will it be on earth or in heaven and will be largely
unaware of. We are advised in the Bible to be prepared and to
put on our armour. The book of Ephesians gives a clear
description of that armour. Furthermore the last book or
Revelation talks about things that are hard to grasp. All of us,
yes, you and me, are part of an army, we are called to fight.
Some of us are not even aware there is a battle let alone an
army. Perhaps one or two of you could come on to the floor
and make a short presentation about your findings on this
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subject. I would suggest perhaps four do this and the fifth
should be Jim Todman who will enlighten us with his findings".
There followed a summary of Revelation, mostly drawn
from Bible Commentaries. It was so tempting to use
Nostradamus predictions but most of the students resisted the
urge to mention things like Chernobyl as Wormwood and the
destruction of the Berlin Wall. The mood of the seminar was
one of "it'll never happen in our lifetimes"! So much of it was in
a realm that they knew nothing of. It seemed that the earth
had got many decades before the beginning of the end.
To close the session Jim Todman stepped lightly out of his
seat to describe his findings.
"I'm a bit nervous about this; let us call on the Holy Spirit.
Please come Holy Spirit and be with us all as we try to
understand your word in the Bible and the meaning of what
these old books tell us. We know that a new era is coming
when your spirit will move powerfully over the earth. We
welcome you as our senior partner". For a moment everyone
sat quietly in their own prayer waiting for God to come to them
in power. The room was so cool and quiet and full of a feeling
of comforting love. Then Jim began to reveal the path of
enquiry that he had followed.
"You have no doubt heard of the Torah and Talmud; those
are the Jewish books of Law. Well I also looked at more
obscure works, some of them not generally accepted by
modern Christianity. In them was the most fascinating
information about how the earth would end. There were many
pages dealing with this idea of a battle in creation. It just went
on and on for pages about that aspect. Other works talked
about the spiritual warfare that is now taking place and how it
is all building up for a climax. Great emphasis was placed on
praying and forgiveness. Did you know that there are angels
everywhere and they are working with God and us for some of
these purposes?"
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Jim's talk was meant to be short and to offer thoughts for
the meeting. Instead it grew into an appeal. The audience was
fascinated by his comments and felt that indeed something of
God had visited them during the time. A few were not so sure
and preferred to let it dilute after a night's sleep. Nevertheless
one or two became excited with what they had heard and
decided to pray further about it. This finished the seminar and
they returned to their flats and lodgings. Later that night there
was disco at the Mercia campus and several of them went to it
for entertainment. As if now by divine guidance they began to
talk to some of people present, several of them were at the
geology conference. This proved significant in the history of
the world had they but known it!
The enthusiasm of youth could no longer contain or direct
what they had found. By some strange chemistry; science and
religion had penetrated each other's mystique. Jim Todman's
words had penetrated the college students and when they
heard about the congress' revelation (courtesy of Wenrich and
De Triars) they felt they must go on the field visit to see
science in action. They were young and on fire with
enthusiasm and curiosity!
Why should Armageddon and intellectual feuds over
minerals and magnetism be in anyway connected? Obviously
they were not, or were they?
That evening one of Wenrich's students, John Harlston,
could not shake off some of the religious implications of what
he had heard. He had not given much thought to a creator
God and was happy in the world of never-ending knowledge
and power through science. Yet he had solidly believed
Wenrich's working idea until now. Somehow De Triars' work
was wholly valid as well. On top of that mountain of fact was
now the Biblical ideas from fellow students who were equally
excited about things. Not one for reading the Bible that he
possessed, he opened it up idly at Revelation and began to
read. He soon realised it was 'heavy stuff', but did persist long
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enough to look up other references in Daniel and
Thessalonians. He began to get a feel that something was
focusing in this world and in his time. Surely all these
disconnected things could not just come together. If he
remembered correctly his tutor had talked about Bloxam's
work in the past. That was shrouded in certain mystery and
ambiguity. He decided to get some of the lectures out relating
to the gravity mystery. After browsing, he was assured that
some of the references were worthy of a second look. The
hours of night crept slowly onward, from time to time a dull
sickening pain came into his forehead, his face felt
momentarily numb; like being at the dentist! Time for another
cup of coffee, strong, black and with a biscuit. It was no good,
his tired mind could absorb no more. He crawled on to his
small bed and fell into a deep drifting sleep. At first it was deep
and heavy.
The images in his mind were chaotic: A roundabout formed
out of the greyness. The vertical axle was in shining metal, on
to this was a revolving disc. As the whole thing rotated in
fantasy, images flagged up and down like semaphores.
Sometimes they were knights in full armour with lances and
shields. Other times they were metallic images of no definite
shape. In the silence he was aware of music in the dream
almost too deep to be audible. The visions marched
relentlessly on, their beauty and majesty somehow hurt by a
horror in the atmosphere. Human suffering - people living and
dying with ceaseless energy; ploughing the land only to be
buried in it. Barren waste lands alternating with pasture where
lambs grazed. Landscapes with coloured fields and patchwork
shapes. Hedges and trees blossoming and dying in the cycle
of nature. Flashes of light and flaring burn-outs of all that was
visible. This scene was a vile blend of carnage and
destruction. For every moment there was one of horror and
destruction. The pace of the change gradually accelerated to
frenzy pitch, in the end a total blur of speed. Somehow the
whole must decelerate or be obliterated in a vanishing point.
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The whole carousel turned as if drunk; sometimes crisply in
focus, other times blurred and confused.
Was Harlston's dream a visitation? His mind, an open
memory bank into which spirits might deposit their load of
debris from their world. Here and there sand banks, dunes
and beaches. This landscape of images came and went with
the tide. Now a dark purple sky glowing with blood red hues
and storms. Forms materialised out of nothing and were
washed away by streaming rivers of blood. The skies seemed
to throng with angels, or were they warriors! Death and life
seemed to be exchanging quickly. The battle; if that's what it
was, had no beginning or end, no sound, no point. If there
were casualties or prisoners who were they and where were
they? The dreamworld did not relent in its exhausting
devastation. The scene of this massacre gradually came down
to the earth, there the soil was bleached with wind-blown dust.
Out of it forms erupted with staggering pain. Bodies seemed to
be thrust out of the ground as if woken from their death sleep,
objects and grave goods erupted too, some instantly
disintegrated, some came to life and squirmed or crawled
away. The earth gradually opened up into what at first
resembled a crater, then a chasm.
From within, the full fury of monstrous beings emerged.
Behemoths were crawling and slithering out of the abyss
devouring everything in sight. There in the sky above was the
figure of an angel appearing bound in chains. His face held no
smile but one of torment and pain. Every few seconds his arm
would pull free and stretch out as if trying to grasp something.
Then immediately a vile beast would re-bind the arm and
paralyse the figure. Harlston grew tired and exhausted by the
dream and gradually strove to break out of it and come to
consciousness, as he did so, the fury and despair of it grew
less real.
Within minutes waking he was gradually recalling where he
was. He quickly made himself a cup of coffee and sat huddled
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in his bed, a blanket around him like a wigwam. It was time to
reflect on what had happened in the last few hours. Was it just
a bad dream, too much excitement; imagination overstimulated by the day's events. After a while he realised that
he had not knowingly had a dream like that before. Okay, he
had read some pretty revelationary ideas in the Bible the night
before, but he could handle that. It was just his tired brain
trying to sort out the day's unfinished business. Then he
clearly remembered one image in the dream, the only one, the
man who was bound and reaching down to earth in pain. What
did it mean? Who was the author of his dream and what was
'HE' trying to show?
For the rest of the morning he felt unhinged by the strange
mental experience he had undergone; he was between
sickness and fear. His stomach was turning over and nausea
gripped his soul. He did not want to see anybody, yet
somehow he felt he had got to talk to someone about what
had happened. But who? To his relief he gradually drifted off
to sleep again and found it more of a refreshing release from
the earlier torment. This time when he awoke he felt separated
from the vivid dream he had experienced earlier. By now it
was late afternoon and time to go to the briefing of field
assistants at the department. This finally took his mind off the
distressing night's events. The meeting was high pressure
about Wenrich's demonstration and the parts they had to play
in setting up equipment on site. This was in its own way good
for Harlston as it forced him back on track. He had to discipline
his mind for the task ahead. Within 24 hours he was busy
loading electronic gear on to the departmental vehicle; several
technical barges were being prepared - some for De Triars
tests and some for Wenrich. Portable generators were causing
the most problems, some were badly maintained and not
reliable, others were not stabilised and kept upsetting the
delicate and sensitive equipment - thus producing odd signals.
The Ridge area had no local power supplies, it was therefore
essential to establish a competent field supply as quick as
possible.
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On the Friday evening a series of vehicles started to arrive
with a few small caravan-type trailers. The began the frantic
field exercise, research students from both camps did not talk
to each other as they were under orders to wire up their
respective tests and demonstrations. In the early hours of
Saturday morning all the ground monitors were working; a
dummy run had been attempted by both teams to measure the
phenomena believed to be present.
By mid-morning several coach-loads of delegates had
arrived and were being carefully guided towards the
equipment. Wenrich and De Triars display equipment were
almost adjacent to each other for convenience, however their
electronics were somewhat different so as not to interfere with
each other. In the audience were faces who were not
interested in this exercise. Several mining engineers from a
mining company had posed as college people and were
watching with bated breath. As the time went by a series of
competent and well-rehearsed tests were carried out.
The main flaw in De Triars argument was his lack of proof;
he could not show any instability in the magnetic field neither
could he find any trace of magnetism being reversed in the
rocks beneath the Anker area. This proved a damning blight to
his case overall. Wenrich' simpler and more easily grasped
explanation gradually found acceptance during the meeting.
Delegates warmed to the idea of a giant metallic ore body.
Two pleased faces left the meeting rather hastily never to
be seen again. Within months applications had been received
to prospect the area from a multi-national mining company. To
this there was no objection because no one knew it had
happened. Wenrich had busied himself with publishing his
findings and had failed to re-visit the site. Save for a few
casual flights with equipment and a brief field test no one
knew that the destiny of 'Pyreway Field' would be changed
forever. By the end of the year an application to extract the
metal had been lodged with various government and local
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government authorities. The outline plan was accepted without
concern, the company had provided safeguards and
restoration plans. To the west the Ridge was extensively
quarried and the coal mined, people accepted mining and
quarrying - they were pre-conditioned to it
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Chapter 7
The Doomed Mine
This environmental act was carefully watched by local
people. Public exhibitions were conducted along with the land
purchases. The whole landscape had slept in this old farming
world some several thousand years. Although man had many
times in the past tried to pull the Anker valley into the future it
had always been impossible to overcome that lack of interest.
In the quiet refuges of hawthorn hedges and winding brooks
so much wildlife had gone about its daily business of survival.
The stopover of the redstart and goldfinch as they prepared
for the long migration; the silent scanning flight of the
dragonflies along the waters of the Anker. This eternal cycle of
life had re-enacted its daily routine for generations; the
occasional spring day might stir the stoat or weasel from its
lair just as a cool late summer dawn would see the hare
shamble and sprint across the stubble field after harvest.
Perhaps only they knew the secrets the landscape held
because they were intimately part of it. In one man's lifetime it
had been possible to see wheat harvested by hand and made
into stooks. This was followed by early tractor-drawn
harvesters which churned out the straw bale. Finally the
cylindrical bale last of all; after a summer's harvesting the
fields resembled a gigantic Aztec city with 'stone coloured'
blocks strewn over the horizon. There was a fearful sadness
about the scene, one of lot civilisations and broken dreams. In
the failing light of dusk they lost their curves and became more
like cubes.
The closing year saw a vast acreage of the valley fencedoff, large roads were constructed from the nearby Watling
Street. The railway was not to be outdone and was also
connected to the mine. The mining company had discovered
the ore body was not large in width, and not that deep.
However it was a very rich mineral zone and could best be
worked by means of a surface stripping to reduce the ground
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level by 100 feet or so. The ground did not have water
problems; thus a shaft could be sunk to reach the ore body.
The surrounding country would be shielded from this site by
mounds of stored earth and the shaft being sunk below old
ground level would not be visible. This operation took a year to
complete, considering the expected hardness of the mineral
little blasting was required, the ore body was found to be
highly fractured in places. The main hazard was the heat and
occasional sulphur gas clouds from the body. The mining
company was well-prepared and experienced in such
problems.
The environmental impact of Pyreway Field Mine was said
to be no worse than nearby quarries on the Ridge; dust and
noise were reduced to a minimum. Mineworkers were largely
recruited from the local area and were paid overtime bonuses.
The mine gradually gained a bad name from all workers. It
was oppressive, it did not matter what was done to improve
ventilation and sanitation it was not enough. Men were
frequently ill for long periods, sometimes not just physically but
mentally. As with many such operations time meant money;
the mining company had already got the next project set-up
and was looking to close this mine as soon as possible. Their
policy was to operate two types of mine: the long term site and
the small high profit type where resources were committed for
short times only. Pyreway Field Mine had been accelerated to
a high level of priority so that it could be started before a
public outcry to stop it. 'MagLode Inc.' were already showing
little or no interest in the project as it approached its final
stage. The profit was now all that was left, in the next six
months the ore body would be exhausted and the faster and
cheaper that last ton was extracted the better it would be. The
overseas parent company was forcing the site manager to use
explosives to advance the workings into the densest part of
the metal, it had always been difficult to tunnel. It was obvious
from their borings that the material to the east was too hard for
drilling and picking techniques. Also the heat rose sharply
which meant the workers would slow down and become more
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troublesome. It therefore became important to reduce the risks
in the closing stages of the project. Blasting by explosive had
not been used to actually extract the ore; neither had specific
plans been lodged with the planners for it to be used. The
company decided to take a risk as they were at great depth
and were protected by the noise barriers.
One night a borazon-tipped drill was used to bore into the
densest part of the mineral and this was then packed with
explosives, the whole thing was wired up for the detonation.
During the next day the equipment was operated at full
strength to make as much noise as possible. In that suitable
decoy the explosion was fired. A blast of terrifying size shook
the ground and thankfully the whole workforce was above
ground during it. After much waiting the foreman was
preparing to go into the workings to inspect the rock fall and
damage to the tunnels.
To his amazement there was little or no debris, the tunnel
had extended itself by fusing and melting the material some
hundred metres further. Emergency lighting was established
into the smoking and dusty void. The walls of the tunnel
appeared scored or carved in strange patterns. The
excavation was stable and revealed totally fused and
crystallised rock surfaces. At the very end of the tunnel was a
metallic material that resembled platinum or polished steel.
The foreman inspected the surface and returned to the
surface to order the next shift to begin work drilling into the
metal for the final stage of extraction. Within the hour a gang
of miners were trying in vain to break into the tunnel face; after
exhausting their tools and techniques they reported back via
the phone to the engineer. The clerk of works described the
problem to the site manager on the surface. The event held no
interest for him; he breathed a sigh of relief that the blast had
escaped detection. All that remained was for sampling and
testing to check quality of the remaining ore. He eventually
came to take some samples of the material.
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"Where is it?" he mumbled in a gruff voice. "Get out of my
way so I can see what I'm doing! Now where did I put that
hardness tester?"
The man proceeded to go through the motions of testing
the mineral only to conclude that it was nearly as hard as
diamond and they had not got any tool or pick that hard on
site. It proved impossible to remove a sample owing to its
hardness.
There the matter rested. Another shot hole could not be
drilled because of the mineral hardness and the tunnel was
already many hundreds of metres unsupported. The next few
days saw a chain of meetings called in an effort to solve the
problem. Further tests proved the mineral to be quite
exhausted as far their quality requirements were concerned.
Not wishing to delay the process any further a decision was
taken to abandon the mine and begin restoration as fast as
possible.
It was in that part of the operation that Wenrich and De
Triars finally gained permission to pay a visit to the site. The
site inspection was an evil nuisance as far as the company
was concerned. In the period between the conference and the
abandonment the two scientists made time to reflect on their
ideas. Harlston had continued to work alongside Wenrich. The
whole affair was still in debate, the mining operation had been
closely guarded and no research had been allowed. When at
last the party gained access to the closing mine they were
allowed few instruments and little time to test or photograph.
As the party were led into the last tunnel they were given
few facts concerning the sudden end of the project when it
was believed to have six months left to run. Passing through
the lined tunnels was not informative, then suddenly Harlston
gasped as he saw the recently fused rocks. It took some
moments to recall what had triggered in his mind - deja vu! He
slipped from science to fear; feelings of terror welled up in him.
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He did not know why, but now he went into hysteria and
began to be ill. One of the guides helped him out of the mine
as fast as possible, the whole affair was put down to
claustrophobia. On the surface the panic attack did not
subside; instead of wanting to get away from the place he
began to fear for the lives of those in the mine. Then in a clear
and crying shout he yelled "You've got to get them out of
there, now! They are in terrible danger I can feel it!". As he
finished those words, ground quaking tremors could be felt
underfoot, surface buildings began to shake and the whole
place came alive with the affect. Klaxons began to sound and
panic was instant. The underground workings were collapsing
in the new tunnel according to instrument readouts.
Beneath the ground falling debris and gas were filling the
mine with a pall of smoke. Only a few men were in that sector
of the mine when it was cut off from the surface. The following
minutes seemed like years, bodies were buried in dust and
rock in places, some obviously crushed, some dying. In that
desperate tragedy only the two geologists had survived in the
tunnel, they were in a bad way. Perhaps not dead but through
lack of clean air and leaking gas they soon would be. On the
surface a rescue plan was being put into action, this was
hampered because the shaft had been damaged and cages
would not go up and down.
In times of rescue chaos settles on the human. Everybody
involved seemed to be working to an automatic plan and as
such were not aware of anything happening outside their own
body. In all those centuries parts of 'Pyreway Field' were still
very much unchanged, maybe faded - but enduring. Still able
to put on the autumn colours that were breath-taking. On the
edge of the mine there still survived a piece of this ancient
woodland. Amongst the dense roots of an old dead ash tree a
hideous gas leaked. At first formless, then loosely cloud-like.
Gradually it assumed the outline of a man and appeared to
enter the earth. Within moments from the trunk of a nearby
dead tree emerged what appeared to be another form. Hardly
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pausing it seemed to sink into the very ground through what
might be called fissures in the soil. Finally what appeared to
be a larger, more definite plasma materialised from a nearby
rock. This also effortlessly sank into the soil apparently
following the others.
Perhaps all great moments in the earth's story were
accompanied by such things. It was certain only ONE being
had witnessed this last event.
The movements of these forms was obviously downwards;
entering the very crust of the earth until they were in reach of
the stranded scientists in the mine.
Wenrich and De Triars sat in misery, not being on good
terms and now thrown into this prison. At long last, coughing
and gasping, De Triars offered help to Wenrich. They soon
agreed that they must save air and strength, should there be a
rescue bid, rather than trying to start digging. After some hours
they began to feel the effects of utter loneliness and fatigue
and agreed that is was pointless to struggle. Save for the
pulse in their heads the silence was unbearable. An
occasional trickle of a soil running from a fresh crack was the
only sign that everything was still alive deep in the earth. At
such times the most determined man begins to doubt all that
he once held as true. How could it have all ended this way?
What had been the point; all that effort and time to end like
this? In their fatigue a dream state grew where endless
questions streamed into their mind. In that time they both fell
into a deep sleep of exhaustion.
Above their heads the 'form' made its way downwards until
it reached the air of the tunnel. In amongst the rock fall was
the reason for all of this. The fractured mass of rock had
brought with it the snake of three centuries before. Into its
steel-cold body the gas slowly permeated. After some
moments a flicker of movement, a wisp of life in the slender
thing. For all these years it had existed in sleep to be caught
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by a freak incident in time and space. It was as ancient as
Genesis and Eden themselves. Almost too simple to be a
snake, it lacked definite markings and scales, yet had all the
signs of a snake. The tongue flickered out to test the air, its
eyes feebly opened in an attempt to search the way through
the rock. Noiselessly it slithered through the debris being
careful not to wound itself on sharp edges of rock. At last it
emerged into the space of the tunnel where it could see the
two men sleeping. Within moments it had slithered over the
rough floor and came to rest close by De Triars' body. There a
transformation took place the snake appeared to lie very still,
until it was almost dead and stiff. At last it resembled the
petrified snake form of historic times.
In the surrounding rock the two other spirits had entered the
tunnel. There they stayed suspended. In that invisible zone
they were spellbound. Into the minds of Wenrich and De Triars
the beings gave knowledge and awareness of what was about
to happen. Suddenly the geologists awoke and looked around
them, the panic of their imprisonment returned until they saw
the snake. De Triars was the first to react to the object and
cried with a failing gasp "It's Bloxam's snake" with terror in his
voice. Wenrich seemed stunned into silence and thought for a
moment that his colleague was either suffering shock or
claustrophobia. However De Triars' face and throat showed
signs as he struggled to pick it up and yet not to do so. The
struggle deep in his soul was evident and tormenting. At last
the pieces of reason forced his hand back and he did not
touch it.
He tried to explain what he now knew about the snake and
the earlier story of the site. The episode of Bloxam and
Swinnerdon was recalled; but still they had no understanding.
As minutes passed the air became more uncomfortable to
breath and fatigue coupled with feverish sweating made the
environment unbearable. They both drifted in and out of
consciousness as the time dragged on. In their confused state
they hardly detected the door to another dimensional world
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had slowly opened. A sickly glow began to come from a point
in the distant rock fall. Slowly at first, a pulse of energy
focused and then spread, the rate and intensity growing with
every pulse. The light bathed the snake on the tunnel floor, the
body of the snake grew in size and shape until it assumed a
large man in appearance. It was sluggish yet gaining presence
by the minute. Wenrich and De Triars were between
exhaustion and nightmare; the events were unclear in their
conscious.
As this drama was acted rumbling deep vibrations and
movements could be felt in the rock fall itself. However the
tunnel experienced no further rock fall, just the occasional
spurt of dust from a joint of fissure. Suddenly a blinding light
penetrated the gloom of the dust in the tunnel and with it the
distinct presence of ozone gas. The effect on the air in the
tunnel was amazing, its dank odour was blown away and the
air became like a sea breeze. From out of this glare a figure
some 2.5 metres in height emerged and spoke in a powerful
tone.
"Do not be afraid!"
These were the only words that Wenrich and De Triars
could make out. Within minutes the figure had raised its arms
and moved around them in a broad arc; as it did so the air
became calm with an atmosphere of powerful peace. The
figure seemed to stride with a powerful pace along the tunnel
yet in reality it was gliding. As it neared the snake-humanoid it
raised its arms and made powerful gestures with them. The
monster twisted and blasted a breath over the figure. It was
not fully formed yet and remained squirming on the floor of the
tunnel, but as the minutes passed it grew in strength and
intelligence. The two figures began to merge into a flurry, it
was not clear what was happening in this hellish place.
Hideous grinding and rending sounds radiated from this
encounter. Wenrich and De Triars were powerless to
intervene, they were paralysed by these presences. If they did
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but know it they were also saved from the effects of this battle.
The air in the tunnel where the struggle was taking place was
opaque with gas and vapour; yet in that every quietness of the
tunnel there were noises in the lost background that sounded
like thousands of men’s dying screams and tormented cries.
Minutes seemed to pass like hours as the confused and
horrifying event lost its force and from in its midst a faintly
beautiful sound emerged that was like a distant choir of voices
singing a beautiful melody. The frail voices gradually ebbed
away in the quietness of the tunnel, the air once more
improved in freshness and quality; Wenrich and his colleague
recovered their strength as the whole atmosphere of the
tunnel became fresh to them. In the bright light that now
glowed at the far end a single figure re-emerged from the
zone. He held in an outstretched arm a small roll of what
looked like paper with a red seal on it. In a powerful and
glorious voice he spoke in thundering tones:
"Do not be afraid! I am a messenger from God, an angel.
Do not be afraid! Do not look at the snake bound in chains on
the floor, turn your eyes away so that I may shield you from its
glare."
The two scientists were terrified out of their reason and
could not breathe easily; this was real and yet how could it
be? They were frightened, so frightened; they had nothing to
explain this with; they feared insanity if it were not happening;
yet it was real. Their pulses; breathing and shock brought
about unconsciousness again. In those fleeting moments of
dream a voice spoke to them: they were safe and everything
was going to be all right
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Chapter 8
The Archangel Michael
In their dreamsleep the figure of an angel appeared before
them; he spoke directly to them:
"Your rescuers are near and you will leave here safely. But
before you do you have one more part to play in this piece of
the Lord's plan. Will you trust me and trust what you are asked
to do?"
Almost simultaneously the two scientists uttered a reply:
"Wh-wh-who are you? What does this all mean and what is
happening?"
"I am Michael, an Archangel of the Lord God. You have
been witness to an event, some of which is written about in
the Revelation of John. In the tunnel ahead, now shielded by
God's glory is the great serpent who is now in chains. He has
been met by men hereabouts for many ages; we should give
thanks to God for his servants both past and present for their
courage and faith. God chooses men from all times and places
to be His friends on earth. I know that you have many
questions and worries; but I say once again do not be fearful;
trust me once more and you will be returned to your world
above. We have but little time, will you walk with me into the
tunnel ahead?"
Wenrich and De Triars were more at ease; nevertheless still
struggling from the impact of what had been said. In all of this
there were nagging doubts about it still being a dream. In the
front of their mind rescue and safety meant more than the
revelations of Michael and his last great challenge. After a
quick discussion they agreed to go with Him to the tunnel;
nothing could be worse than what had already happened!
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They signalled him with their hands; Michael moved
towards them; as he neared they became aware of the shine
from him that seemed to warm them and make them feel
relaxed. He put out his hands and said:
"Hold my hands and walk with me into the tunnel; do not
look down but look straight on. As we walk into the light you
will not be harmed as long as you trust in the truth of what I
have told you. God is with us and will not abandon us. As we
step out of the light, think of the God walking with us.
Whatever happens do not believe what you think is happening
to you."
Thus began the final stage; men had come and gone
throughout the course of human history. The three moved
silently towards the glowing source in which was entrapped
the snake image; although bound it was not dead nor without
power. They passed into the light and as they did it flared with
a burst of energy; the light blinded their eyes until they could
not see or hear. As they passed into the force it filled with the
screams of roaring tormented souls until it was unbearable;
blasts of inferno-like heat rushed out of the ground; this was
followed by jets of freezing gas and choking sulphur. Still the
three walked onwards; a wall of resistance met them and it
was as if they were wading through a mire of blinding fury. In
that holocaust the enemy threw his last powerful attack on
them; the roof of the tunnel began to fall in afresh. This time
the rock was like molten fireballs, exploding with a shrapnellike ferocity. Still the three strove to pass through the frenzy.
The last step they made was into an exploding blast when it
seemed they were momentarily destroyed. Then all was quiet
and still; a cold haze filled the cavity ahead of them. Wenrich
and De Triars felt Michael pulling free from their grip and
moving off ahead on his own. Again they could see the energy
radiating out from him as he stepped forward into the rubble
and debris. He reached forward and plunged his mighty hand
deep into the rubble and let out a cry of 'alleluia'.
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After what seemed like a minute Michael turned round and
faced them; in his right arm was a huge black gleaming sword.
He raised it up in the air and let out another cry:
"Praise Your Mighty Name Oh Lord!"
His face was beaming and radiant; the sword itself now had
an energy glowing all around it. He spoke once more:
"This is it; our faith has given us the right to win the twoedged sword back! It is now at this very moment being recharged by God's Glory".
As Michael spoke the power and the glory of this light
became so bright that it reduced the angel's visibility.
In fact as they stared at Him it was apparent that he was
slipping away from their space and time. In the radiant sphere
of light energy amidst the rock fall Michael was becoming
translucent, his angelic being began to disintegrate before
their eyes. In that half-light he was joined by two other angelic
beings with swords held high; one was small and stocky with a
muscular build, the other was tall and slender of sinewy build.
Gradually Wenrich and De Triars came to their senses;
everything was slipping away and they still did not understand
what had happened and what part they had played. Wenrich
called out almost in a panic of emotion and relief:
"Please tell us more; you're disappearing and your words
are becoming harder to hear! What has happened? What
must we do?"
Michael's face was losing its expression; his eyes and lips
were misty - his voice now seemed to waft across the
emptiness without an origin.
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"It is time, we must return; our work is done. Your faith has
carried you this far and will take you further on. Do not turn
back, today you have come near to God as did Moses and
Abraham. You know of the Messiah and His time on earth and
how He paid the price for your sins and transgressions. Within
years of His crucifixion a new church was founded and it grew
in spite of terrible persecutions. Christians were martyred all
over the world for His sake.
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“Yet still the church grew and men celebrated in one mind
and one belief all that he stood for. But in that first thousand
years man began to fight man and within years a great split in
the church happened. This split then gave rise to further
division and throughout time the church was severed again
and again.
“It was with my sword that this happened. I was given this
sword by the Almighty Lord for the part that I would play one
day in the Revelation and Armageddon. Just like Adam and
Eve I too fell in one moment of weakness and the enemy took
my sword from me. He thought with his knowledge that this
would prevent his final overthrow after the resurrection. He
thought that he could tear its secret power from it and defeat
the angels on earth. This he has partly done but he used it for
a more lethal and deadly attack than the church knew. He
used its two-edged blade to cut the church into pieces
whenever he was given the slightest ground to do so. The only
saving grace for me was that the sword's power weakened
every time he did so; because it was not in my hand and
therefore bathed by God's Glory. Its greatest cut was in the
year 1054 A.D., followed by blows in the 500 years that
followed.
“The enemy took the sword and tried to remould it in his
furnaces but to no avail he could not renew its power. The
destruction that he attempted ruined its beauty and power; the
blade became rusted and ravaged by his sinful acts. Each
time he tried to re-forge the blade it became more hopeless.
Its power all but drained and exhausted; in his raging fury he
threw it into the earth. The point pierced the very soils of this
place and sank deep into the earth. There it stayed. Yet men
were aware of a presence beneath these sleeping green
fields".
Wenrich and De Triars were amazed at this, it was so far
beyond their knowledge and understanding. Yet it all made
such sense as it was explained to them. But with the passing
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minutes Michael and his companions were becoming more
invisible. The brightness of the early encounter was subsiding
and the tunnel began to darken as the whole energy source
weakened. The monstrous serpent had completely gone as
had the chains binding it. Michael's voice was reducing to a
whisper. Wenrich called out passionately:
"Please tell us what happened after that, there isn't much
time!"
"I, Michael, was so shamed by my sin that I tried to regain
the sword by my own strength and failed; I even gathered
angels to help me guard it and watch over it. Wenric and Trye
were known in your olden days and they were guided by other
heavenly beings. We knew that the enemy had not given it up;
he also left powerful evil spirits to watch over the blade. I went
to God with my pain and He knew my suffering and told me to
be patient for the rescue was in His plans. The pain of losing it
eased but my struggle has been long. I did not know when the
day of rescue would be; I could only trust and be vigilant; I did
not know what my part would be as I did not know yours. But
today you have seen God's power and Glory; you have seen
his mighty angels visit men and once more work with them.
This day my pain is over and my whole armour is restored,
your trust and faith has served you well and will lead you on in
God's great purpose for you. Have courage in the days ahead
for your task is not yet finished. You must tell the world of what
has happened here today; you must warn them about the
destruction of the church. The enemy has started a process
and it is not over, men still have many battles to fight. Read
the Bible, lead men to Revelation; urge them to seek their own
Revelation before it is too late. Your own rescue is at this
moment close; you know what you must do! My part is done!"
In those fading words the whole vision finished. The tunnel
was quiet and still, the two scientists were huddled together in
the debris of the tunnel. Comfort and hope seemed a long way
away.
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They had no idea of how many hours they had been there
and what time of day it was. The comforting words from
Michael about a rescue hung limply in their imagination. Once
more exhaustion of their spirit and bodies overtook them and
deep sleep came over their frail existence.
How many hours they had slept did not matter! They had
certainly gone for many hours without food and water and
showed all the distress of such hardship. In their semiconsciousness the ground was shaking with occasional
rumblings and shocks; then a blast of air and light shook them
out of the coma. An overpowering noise with people suddenly
entered the tunnel; sirens and searchlights scanned the whole
excavation. Within seconds teams of doctors and rescue
engineers had found Wenrich and De Triars. Drips and oxygen
masks had been given to the casualties, their bodies were
carefully placed on stretchers and the whole mine was now in
triumph as at least some of the casualties had survived to tell
of the events.
The next days for Wenrich and De Triars were spent in
intensive care. However the medical teams were perplexed at
their states of health. Considering their injuries there was not
much internal damage, they were in very good condition. After
two days rest and nourishment the two recovered quickly.
They were visited by the news media for their stories. The
problems began to emerge after several days. The two men
were disturbed about events in the mine and seemed to be
suffering from shock as well as nightmares. The psychiatrists
were becoming more concerned by their repeated stories that
seemed bizarre. Their stay in hospital was only prolonged by
their determined re-telling of the events in the mine.
Wenrich and De Triars were kept largely isolated from
everyone except their close personal family and the medical
team, as hard as they tried they were not allowed access to
the news. They were desperate to know what was happening
at the mine and were always discouraged from finding out.
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Eventually Harlston was allowed to visit Wenrich; the geologist
was now in quite a disturbed state of mind because he had
been so sure of what had happened originally: the weeks of
repeating the story and justifying it had made him begin to
doubt all that had happened.
When Harlston, his research student, was allowed to visit
him he was overjoyed. His young personality was still
bothered by the Doctor's confused state. After a short time
together he could see that Wenrich had deep problems and
that this after-care was not helping him at all. He hugged the
man and departed saying he would bring help. Within two
days he had made contact with Jim Todman and Canon
Forster. He tried to describe the experience that De Triars and
Wenrich had gone through in the way it had been told to him.
Here at last were two people to whom it caused no doubting
reaction; instead they were totally believing the story on its
face value. After some discussion and prayer Canon Forster
pronounced that they should see the two geologists as soon
as possible.
The visit came within the next days and at last the patients
began to feel someone understood and believed them. Canon
Forster offered the college counselling rooms; ultimately they
were discharged and the geologists were allowed to attend a
day centre at the college where they could receive the
counselling that they needed. After several weeks of prayer
and healing the two had come to a place where they could
accept and believe what had happened to them. As a result of
this stability the terrible nightmares and depression gradually
left them as they experienced their healing from their Lord Jesus. They had come to know at a deep level the meaning of
the Bible and God in their lives.
During their recovery the world had moved to restore local
public peace. The Pyreway Field Mine had been abandoned;
the Inspector of Mines had surveyed what was left and put the
plans with the Government Department.
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All equipment that could be salvaged was retrieved by the
mining company. This had been followed by a massive infilling
contract to level the site back to its natural shape. All property
boundaries had been re-fenced, with tree planting and grass
seeding of all fresh topsoil. A small token of remembrance was
erected in the form of a cairn with a plaque and rose garden
commemorating the tragedy. The official story of the accident
had not calmed the relatives of the many who lost their lives. A
Public Inquiry had been urged and denied; the media had
pressured but to no avail. The whole affair had been handled
internally by the Government Department, who in turn made
some compensation.
It took many months of care before the scientists fully
recovered. No one had any idea how deeply affected they had
been by their experience. Signs of recovery came by way of
them beginning to read journals and answering their letters;
however all the time nagging at the back of their mind was
their lack of respect in the academic world. This ended in an
outburst of frustration by De Triars one day. He desperately
needed to know how to change his view so that the incident
with Michael made sense. How could he relate this to his
colleagues in the field of geology? Most of them just assumed
he had become mentally unstable as a result of shock and
burial in the tunnel.
He spent many hours into that night thinking and
calculating. The facts were churned over and over in his mind;
those things mentioned by Todman and the historic account
by Swinnerdon etc. As if by a divine inspiration the answer
came to him. By the early hours of the morning he had
planned an investigation. Over breakfast he shared the idea
with Wenrich and the two began to feel like themselves once
more. They got all their data on the site of the Anker valley
and at last began to work together on it. In their new found
inspiration they could understand why this site had been so
powerful. The idea that the magnetic poles reversed because
of this ore body made sense as did the theory of it being a
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gravitational and magnetic source. Their senses reeled as
they saw the enemy's use of the sword in this place; he had
tried everything to throw God's chosen planet off its course.
If everything was true, could it be that the Anker Valley had
changed in some way? The only answer was to go into the
field and repeat all their measurements. This was not an easy
exercise because they had lost their equipment and the local
people were not happy at scientists being drawn to this sorry
place. Their only course was to take the simplest of field
instruments out one quiet day when no one would notice or be
alarmed. Wenrich and De Triars could hardly contain their
excitement and fear. They had invited Harlston, Todman and
Canon Forster to attend. So much depended on this 'low key'
field work; what if nothing had changed? They would surely
remain in limbo forever and would never gain another
lectureship from which to demonstrate the Revelationary
sword of the Archangel Michael. They carefully set out the
ground tests on the site and began to take measurements first
along one grid and then another. Gradually the readings were
logged into the computer to produce the ultimate printouts on
which everything now hung. They waited with agonised
suspense; the equipment was not quick and was prone to
bugs; at last the hardcopy began to emerge from the printerplotter. To their amazement it was clear of lines; just odd
crosses showing values as low as most ground values. It did
not matter which scale they printed, they were all just
background values for gravity and magnetism. They repeated
the whole process, checking everything, even moving the grid
slightly. Wenrich, Harlston and De Triars were at a loss for
words; yet again experience had stunned them into silence. In
their minds they felt anguish rising as this now only opened up
more painful wounds. What did it all mean?
They were already crouching as they looked at the
monitors; this gradually turned into as slump of exhaustion.
Todman fell to his knees and began to pray out loud asking for
a sign from God to confirm what was happening. Canon
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Forster was the only one standing; he held his arms up toward
the heavens and also asked for re-assurance. As he called out
to God for help he too was worried by what had happened.
All around them the summery day had gradually darkened
and it seemed that a thunderstorm was building-up. The
clouds grew thicker and darker until everywhere was now
quite dusk. Only Forster looked upwards; in that still moment a
chink in the heavy cloud cover allowed one thin laser light to
reach the earth below. It lit up the site where they had been
working. Gradually all eyes became aware of this phenomena
and turned their attention skywards: they were fixed by what
was now happening. Out of the very ground where they stood
a golden shining fountain erupted in silence. Against that
brooding sky it was brilliantly contrasted; like a flower breaking
out of its bud, a two-edged sword began to rise out of the very
soil. Silently it moved towards the heavens; as it did so the
sound of beautiful choirs of voices accompanied it. Within
minutes the sword was fully visible, it appeared to stretch from
the ground to the top of the sky above. In reality, if they did but
know it, that blade was 15,000 miles long; a hand bathed in
the Light of God (Shekinah) encircled the handle in a mighty
grip and took it from their sight in a blast that left them
momentarily blind.
The five men fell to the ground and began to praise the
Lord without really knowing or thinking. From out of the sky
tongues of flame touched them and they began to worship the
Lord as they had never done before. Their lives had been
touched by almighty God and they were made new in the sight
of their Lord. The skies gradually cleared and the beautiful
blue returned. Birds began to sing and the world was full of
new life. A thousand sounds filled the fields around Pyreway.
A new life and freedom filled the place from that day onwards.
No further difficulties occurred in their lives after that point.
Doors opened and minds accepted the demonstrations by
Wenrich and his colleagues. The area became famous; a
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series of meetings took place in Pyreway field to show the
absence of the miraculous phenomena of earlier times. At last
the whole story was compiled, even the mysterious writings so
long mislaid in Lichfield's Library. The wonder of the site grew
as did its reputation; the message spread through academic,
religious and political circles. It reached every man who had
access to television as time went by.
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Chapter 9
The Sublimation
It never ceased to amaze the five men, who were now
becoming famous, how different things had become. The
obstructions that had been so much part of their earlier lives
no longer bothered them. They knew that God had helped
them to do this work and through their prayer and faith - doors
opened. God gave them the words to say; even when their
interviewers were hostile or aggressive they were given the
grace to overcome the problem. In such a short space of time
since that epic day whole mountains of disbelief had been
moved for them. Within a matter of days the most important
event of all - perhaps since their strange task had begun. The
Union of World Nations had asked for the story to be
broadcast to the whole world via 'GS News'. It had been
agreed to keep the Centre in the area of Mercia because
many people flocked to the site. Some came out of curiosity
and tourism, some just to pray. From this Centre a special
programme had been prepared with language translation for
each country.
The day arrived and the university had been filled with
satellite dishes for the world wide link-up. Within thirty minutes
the television screen was flashing captions about a late edition
of Global Satellite News from the University of Mercia.
A news conference began; a panel chaired by a presenter
from GSN World News, consisted of Harlston, Wenrich, De
Triars, Todman, Canon Forster and foreign ministers from
several countries. The whole story, in a shortened form
unfolded recalling the first written account of the site by Wenric
and Trye and the other great archives throughout the
centuries. The recent events were summarised and
interpreted and finally Todman closed the discussion with
these words:
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"This has been an historic event in itself; there is now no
doubt in the minds of scientists, politicians and church leaders
that an event of Biblical proportions is about to begin. Once
this was only in the realm of Sunday school lessons now
Revelation as we now understand it will finally begin. We
should all turn back to God and acknowledge Him as Creator.
We know that He is real, all those things that we thought were
just folklore or historical myth are desperately real. The past
one thousand years have seen a strange destiny in that
humble English village field. It was if God was giving each
generation a piece of a jigsaw, but no one person would ever
be able to complete the puzzle and therefore know its
meaning.
“Somehow the stealing of the Archangel Michael's sword
has been a key to this phenomena. The enemy caused this
theft and prevented the recovery of the sword. By the same
token; men were guided to make discoveries and were led to
this place and at the same time thwarted by the enemy in the
form a snake. It is possible that other mysterious events
elsewhere in the world have their own unique story if anyone
had been able to interpret them through time.
“We know at least this one has been miraculously
preserved and at long last we have the legacy of its truth. We
have much to thank Wenric and Trye for; whether they be
angels or men! The puzzle, if that's what it be, has now been
completed; the events that began here in the dawn of English
history have finally finished in the knowledge that something is
beginning. We should be as frightened as we can be, but also
comforted at this miracle from God that He Is with us! Once
the world seemed a big place, there was plenty for everyone,
now it seems small.

The End
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I drew my sword in your name,
fought the pain and sorrow until
I equal in blame
those that I vanquish.
The amber fields still
fade in perfect sunsets.
I run forever in harmony
tuneless and hopeless
and the world calls me to sleep.
My head rests ‘neath a russet oak
the sun haloes your face
and I wonder when the
peace will return?
Look after my eyes
and what they see,
when it no longer calls
me to its peace.
The fields turn green
spring draws eternity
ever onward,
yielding only to rest.
I will lose my world
it will lose me
the sword will rust away
the hand that held it
fades into mythology.
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